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PREFACE

Perishable commodities show the greatest possible

seasonal fluctuations in supply and prices. Adequate

facilities for their cold storage forms an essential

feature of a prOper system of distribution, inasmuch as

it insures controlled marketing, rational distribution

and the elimination of waste and deterioration of quality.

The need for prOper cold storage is particularly felt in

trOpical countries like India. The Royal Commission on

Agriculture in India reported in the following terms:

"Cold storage is in other countries playing such

a remarkable part in the marketing of goods, with

results so generally profitable to the private

enterprise, as well as to the farmer, that we do

not doubt that sooner or later there will be a

similar deve10pment in India."

Cold storage of seed potatoes is one of the urgent

storage problems. In many parts of India, potato is a

‘winter crOp--planted in October and coming on the market

in February. Seed potatoes for this crop are grown on

certain hills in spring and harvested in May. At high

summer temperatures, more than half the seed stock is

damaged and the balance is not fit for seed. Therefore,

cold storage plants of sufficiently large capacity to

warrant their economical running, are necessary to be

2303 171-)
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set up either by private enterprise or sponsored by

the Government.

In this manuscript, the writer has attempted to

discuss the need of the problem, the physiological

aspects of the potato storage, and application of engin~

eering factors to the design of cold storage house,

refrigerating machinery and auxiliary equipment. The

discussion is more or less complete so that a horti-

culturist, an insulation contractor and a refrigerating

engineer can all take advantage of the data collected,

design factors used and methods involved.

The writer is very much indebted to Donald J.

IRenwick, Assistant Professor of Hbchanical Engineering,

under whose guidance this work was undertaken. The

sincerest thanks are also due to Professor L. G. Miller,

Head and other members of the Department of mechanical

Engineering for constant assistance and sympathetic.

attention.

East Lansing, Michigan B. J. RAMRAKHIANI

Thy, 191.8
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I. INI'RODIBTION

A. Potato Production in India

glégate and Soil

The potato is an important commercial and cash

crop in India* being worth 30 million dollars a year.

The share of India both in world acreage and production

is near one percent. The potato is a cool climate

plant which grows best in regions where the mean temp_

eratures are relatively low, generally not exceeding

70°F. and'where ample soil moisture is available during

the growing season. Adequate moisture is especially

important from.the time tubers begin to form.until

shortly before the harvest. ‘Well drained sandy, gravely

or shale loam soils are well suited for potato pro-

duction because they generally yield brighter skinned

and better shaped tubers.

Areas

The main areas of concentrated production lie in

the North, as the winter climate, sandy loam.soil of rich

Indo-Gangetic Plains and ample soil moisture due to men-

soon rains make the area ideal for potato growth. The

 

*Political map of India including Pakistan is shown

in Fig. 1. The statistical information collected

in this book is from the Report on the marketing of

Potatoes in India and Burma (1). These figures a re

for the year 19h0 and include those for Pakistan.

th0: The numbers in parenthesis indicate reference

in the Bibliography.
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United Provinces, Bihar, East Bengal and West Punjab

account for more than 80 percent of the acreage. Else-

where in the South, the production is mainly confined to

the Nilgiri Hills. An upward trend in the acreage of

potatoes is noticeable. According to the available

figures there has been an overall increase of about 12

percent from 1930-31 to 1937-38.

Crong and Seasons

The potato is the most widely grown of all veget-

ables in India and covers about 500,000 acres in culti-

vation, of which about 90 percent are estimated to be

grown on plains and the reminder in the hills. Generally

two crops, one in winter and the other in sumner, are

raised in the plains and submontane tracts . The winter

crop is by far the most important and represents 90 to

95 percent of the total potato area in the plains . Con-

versely, about 80 to 85 percent of the potatoes in the

hills are produced in summer crop. The planting of the

winter crop in the plains usually begins in the middle

of September and continues until the end of November.

In the hills, the summer crop is usually planted during

February until March. The harvesting seasons vary

through longer ranges, and generally speaking, harvesting

of winter crop in the plains is during February-April and

that of sumer crops in the hills during May-June.



Production

India produces annually about two and one half

million tons of potatoes of which about 8 percent are

produced in the hills and the remaining in the plains.

The United Provinces with an annual production of one

million and one hundred and fifty thousand tone is the

largest producer in India and accounts for #6 percent of

the total production in the country. Bihar rates second

and accounts for 20 percent. West Bengal produces ‘10

percent and the rest in West Punjab, Nilgiris and other

areas. Areas of concentrated production are shown in

the mp. (rig. 2)-

Seed Supply

Production of seed in India is a relatively new

enterprise. Originally, large quantities of seed stock

used to come from foreign countries, particularly Italy.

At present, total quantity retained for this purpose in

India amounts annually to 1.00.000 tone or 16 percent of

the total annual production. Bihar and the U. P. (United

Provinces) are the most important provinces in this re-

spect and account for 80 percent of the total quantity

retained for seed. In addition to local supply, seed

potatoes are still imported from Italy at Bombay, par-

ticularly for South India at an average of 10,000 tons

per year during July-December. Centers of seed supply

are shown in map (Fig. 3). It is reported that the

Italian variety deteriorate in the course of a few years
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under Indian conditions and so fresh supplies have to be

obtained to renew the stock. Deterioration of quality of

agricultural production can only be prevented by contin-

uous renewal of seed of the highest quality from stock.

The solution of the problem, therefore, lies in the

production of fresh seed stock within the country, though

for some time, the seed grown in India will have to depend

on imported foundation stock of highest quality and suit-

able for tropical climate. Production of satisfactory

certified seed requires special skill and care. But ad-

ditional expense of producing certified seed in India is

generally Justified. This would ultimately help in in-

creasing table stock production to a very great extent.

The Principal requirements of seed certification will be

discussed later.

Diseases and Inspcts

Potato diseases (12) in general are caused by fungi,

bacteria or viruses. Important fungus diseases are early

blight, late blight, black scrub and common scab. Dry

rots may occur during storage. Bacterial diseases are

ring rot, brown rot and black leg. 'Virus of degeneration

diseases are mosaic, leaf roll, spindle tuber, yellow dwarf

and spindling sprout. Other diseases are hopper burn,

black‘heart and wilt or blue stem. Occasionally, diseases

may be due to physiological causes during storage, i.e. to

'wrong storage temperatures and long exposure of the tubers

to sunlight.
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Again there may be insect species that are found

feeding on the potato plant like potato moth and beetle,

and they may be carried from one crop to the other.

Seed Selection

Control of insect pests and diseases is a big

problem in producing more potatoes. But, nothing is so

important in the control of potato diseases as the sources

of supply and quality of seed. The best way is to buy

nothing but certified seed. The soil may be of suitable

type, with sufficient moisture and fertility, but if the

seed is of poor quality, maximum yields will not be pro-

duced despite seed treatment, spraying and good cultural

practices. It has been found almost without exception

that high yields are obtainable with certified seed.

The principal advantage of certified seed is the assurance

that it is practically free from ring rot and such virus

diseases as mosaic, leaf roll and spindle tuber. Hill

selection is also of some value: by selecting seed from

high yielding hills, a better grade of stock can be ob-

tained. This shows how important it is to produce good

certified seed and take greatest care during its storage.

As a result of extensive inquiries, it has been

calculated that the weighted average yield for India is

109 mounds or 150 bushels per acre--largest yield per

acre being 200 mounds or 275 bushels in Bihar. In other

countries of the world Belgium tops the list with an
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average yield of 22k mounds or 305 bushels per acre. The

comparatively poor yield in India is mainly attributed to

a relatively low standard of cultivation and to the fact

that growers do not attach sufficient importance to the

selection of seed used.

Inspection and Certification

Seed potatoes should be uniform.size agnd quality,

true to variety and free from diseases and mechanical

defects. Commercial seed stocks in India are badly mixed,

often‘wrongly named, unproductive and infected. ‘Although

seed certification and inspection has not yet been.made

statutory responsibility in India, these regulations,

when adopted, would follow the same pattern as that in

other countries. In the UQS.AJ, this extends from.the

time of planting until storing or transporting the crop.

Conditions required for inspection service (27)

cover the selection of soils and plots, seed treatment

and care during cultivation. In general, three inspec-

tions are made, two on the field and one after harvest.

The first field inspection is made as early as possible

to identify diseases; the second between the time of

flowering and the time Just before the vines matures.

and the third after the crop is graded. Then they are

sometimes bin or crate inspected after storage and

shipping inspection of seed sold in lots. .As, in this

work, we are concerned with storage of seed potatoes,
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the reproduction of storing regulations will be worth:

1. Potatoes grown for certification must be stored

under conditions where there is no danger of their

becoming mixed with uncertified stock. A certain

section of the warehouse or cellar should be de-

voted to the exclusive storing of certified seed

lots.

2. Certified seed potatoes must be stored in cool,

well-ventilated cellars or houses. Where certified

potatoes are stored in large piles, provision must

be made for properly aerating the piles.

3. The grower will be held responsible for any injury

due to frost, storage rot, etc., which may develop

in storage.

To bring the seed production in India in line

with other progressive countries, provincial and state

governments should take steps, under the auspices of

Indian Potato Research Institute (which is being set up

and is described later) to improve the quality of seed

potatoes. All the existing varieties grown in each zone

should be collected and studied carefully. A detailed

description of the characteristics of every variety

.should be drawn up, so that it might be easily recognized.

Suitable varieties giving the best yields in different

localities should be selected and classified.

In every case pure stock should be raised and kept
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in good condition in storage for next planting. Pure

stock of different varieties should also be raised in

Government Farms and Experiment Stations and made avail-

able for distribution to cultivators who undertake to

maintain purity of stock. It is only when sufficient

seed stocks have been raised that seed certification

system.as prevalent in the U}S.A. and the U.K. can be

adopted with success.

Grades and Size Classification

Potatoes are usually standardized according to

their grades and size classifications. The certified

seed potatoes are required to fulfil certain standards

of grades and sizes. In India, standardization of

grading has not been extensively adopted. Grading varies

with different areas. In the absence of definite grades

and standards it is difficult to compare prices in

different markets, give estimates of weights contained

in certain containers and is hard to make transactions

without personally seeing the stock. Position is worse

in case of seed stock, because factors such ais the

presence of other varieties and of diseased tubers,

their condition, uniformity of size are of grea;t mm-

Portance. Due to this need, tentative grades for seed

Potatoes have been drawn up under the Agricultural Produce

(grading and marketing).Act, 1937. The potatoes are being

graded to some extent since 1939.
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Grading can be done either on the farms or at the

shipping or storage points. In the case of seed potatoes,

the bulk of the preparation for market is usually done by

hand on the farms. This would.minimize handling due to

grading or sorting at the termdnal point and would also

leave the storage of the product at the sole responsi-

bility of the producer. But, in case farmmrs wish to

avail of the grading facilities at the storage house, they

may do so, preferably when the stock brought in from.the

field is all intended for storage; otherwise owner of the

storage house my charge higher premium on grading.

Potato Research

until a few years ago, very little attention had

been paid to potato research. In l9h0, the work of po-

tato research was stimulated under the aegis of the

Ihdian.Council of.Agricultura1 Research. Under the cold

storage scheme at Poona financed by the Council, con-

siderable work has been done on the effect of storage

conditions on germinating capacity and the chemical

changes that take place during storage of seed.

India has vast areas of agricultural land suitable

for the production of potatoes, but in spite of such

potentialities, it has been stated earlier, its annual

Production is very low, production per acre extremely

low, and wastage due to disease and other factors very

high» Problems relating to nature, variety and quality
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of seed requirements under different soil and climatic

conditions, improvement in yield and prevention of dis-

cases and loss during storage should form important items

in the program of research work.

A proposal (17) to set up a Central Potato Research

Institute for the develoyment of co-ordinated fundamental

research on all aspects of potato production and utili-

zation, including a central seed certifying station for

seed supply to the Provinces and States, is now under

examination by the Government of India.

The Central organization will consist of (i) a

main institute to be located probably in Bihar supported

by three complementary research sub-stations in the hills

in North India; (ii) three research sub-stations sit-

uated, one each in Bengal, Western U.P. and the Nilgiris

and (iii) a seed organization for initial multiplication

of improved seeds in a disease-free state and supply to

the Provinces and States. The main institute will be

located in Bihar, as it is an important seed-potato

growing area, which exports more than 60 percent of its

produce as seed to other Provinces and represents typical

conditions for potato growing.

The primry object of the seed certification or-

ganization will be to insure that no diseased seed is

used for potato growing. This will help in maintaining

the purity of improved varieties. In order that the high
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yielding potentialities of improved varieties be main-

tained, for a number of years, it is necessary to use

certified seed. The possibilities of improving and popu-

larizing the potato crop in India lie in the direction of

the evolution of higher yielding varieties for different

climates and soils, the production of seed potatoes,

the elimdnation of diseases which attack the crop in the

field by producing disease-resistant varieties and the

improvemrnt of seed storage so as to prevent loss of rot

and inspect pests.

B. Storage

Although the seasons of harvesting of potatoes in

different parts of India overlap to some extent, there

remain; considerable gaps, particularly during long summer,

and it is therefore necessary to store potatoes to meet

the demand in the off-season. In the plains, the pro-

duce of the winter crop is generally stored as it keeps

better. In the hills, the bulk of the summer crop'which

comes in.April-June is stored. Since in this manuscript,

we are concerned with storage of seed stock, we would not

deal with the subject of general potato storage in detail,

but would confine our attention to the need and methods

of storage of seed.

Presentgpthod and Losses

In Bihar, seed potatoes are stored in large quan-

tities for a period of five to six months in the hot and.
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rainy season.LApril to October). In the U.P., large

quantities are stored for seed purposes in the districts

of rarrukhabad, Jaunpore andlmerrut. Present methods of

storage are very crude. The godowns used for storage are

built on a higher plinth and are usually surrounded by

other buildings to keep tham.dry and cool. Before storing,

potatoes are kept in the open for some time so the sur-

face moisture may dry up. Potatoes are stored in sand

as they keep better and are protected to some extent from

the potato moth. During the period of storage, sorting

is carried out many times and diseased and damaged tubers,

due to warm.temperatures of storage and heat of respira-

tion, are removed. In the hills, seed potatoes are

buried in pits dug out for the purpose.

Losses in storage are very high and quality of seed

is very low due to deterioration and shrinkage. It is

generally believed that losses due to decay and shrinkage

from.March to June, i.e. after harvesting and upto the

outbreak of monsoon, vary from 25 to to percent. If

potatoes are stored until September-October, as in the

case of seed potatoes in the‘UkP., Bihar and Bengal,

losses are usually 50 to 65 percent. In certain cases,

losses are as high as 60 to 80 percent and what is left

is not worth seed, not to talk of certified seed. The

annual losses in storage and in the process of marketing

and handling, at a very conservative estimate, amount to
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500,000 tons valued at 6,000,000 dollars.

Reed of Cold Storage

It was stated that in India, potatoes cannot be

successfully grown in the plains during the summer and

hence seed stock is not available for main crop. .A

possible solution would be to produce greater quantities

and better varieties in the hills during the summer.

But, the difficulty is higher cost of transportation

from.the hilly areas. Bombay imports potatoes mainly

from.Italy for seed purposes. It has already been

mentioned that the Italian seed deteriorates in the

course of a few years under Indian conditions and so

fresh supplies have to be obtained to renew the stock.

Further, it is neither safe to depend on foreign sources,

nor are the imports large enough to meet the seed require-

ments of the main cropt The solution of the problem,

therefore, lies in the production of fresh seed stock

within the country during the main winter crop or in

spring on the plains and carry it over to the next winter

crop.

The percentage of losses in seed potatoes stored

in the plains under present methods is very high, par-

ticularly for long periods of storage. In spite of high

transportation costs, the'U.P; Government are trying to

have supplies of seed from.hills where conditions for

storing spring crops are more favorable. Still, much of
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the seed stock can only be grown on the plains in the

U)P., Bihar and Bengal. It can be kept under controlled

conditions, such as low temperature, high humidity and

good aeration, only under refrigerated warehouses, lo-

cated in the centers of production. Storage can be

carried satisfactorily for 5 to 6 months of summer until

planting of the main crop, that is, until September-

October.

Losses in cold storage are very slight if the stor-

age stock is of good quality. According to experiments

and observations made by the commercial concerns, the

loss in cold storage for five to six months may vary from

2 to 6 percent only.

As already pointed out, the actual quantity of

potatoes for seed retained every year is about £00,000

tons. But the average seed requirements of seed per acre

in India is 8 cwt. which gives total seasonal require-

ments for total acreage (500,000) to be 200,000 tons,

which is half of the total quantity retained at present

at harvest. The reason is the great loss of potatoes

during the long storage period. If the losses in ordin-

ary storages averaged #5 Percent, this quantity can be

saved for next seasons requirements; or only 55 percent

of the normal stock stored need be taken in storage, if

refrigerated houses are installed. The prices of po-

tatoes during march and April range from.h5¢ to 75¢
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per mound (82 lbs.), while during the period of July

to Nevember they range from.$1.50 to $6.25 per mound.

Thus, there is a big difference in price during the two

seasons and there is an additional advantage for the

farmer or merchant to make substantial profits at the

time of planting the next crop. The potatoes will be

of better quality which will give greater yield per acre

to the cultivator who purchases his seed requirements

from.the cold storage depot. Therefore, there is three-

fold advantage of installation of cold storage plants in

northern India. '

Economical Size of Cold Storage

The size of the warehouse is determined mainly

from.two considerations: firstly, the capacity should

be large enough to warrant cost of refrigeration.mach-

inery installation with all its maintainance, management

and incidental expenses; and secondly, the warehouse

should have continuous and sure supply of the commodity

to be stored in sufficiently large quantities, every

season during proper loading season. The more the pros-

pects of getting large quantities of product to be stored,

the larger will be the size of the storage and the more

economical will it be in its first cost and running cost.

lHenee, areas of concentrated production can afford to have

bigger storage houses. There are a few other consider-

ations which may count: For instance, a cold-storage
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plant near the city may prove costly in running and,

hence need be quite large, if a supply of stored product

is assured; a small plant with combined facilities of

storage of products other than seed potatoes may also

prove economical; or cold storage plant forming a small

part of a big factory may carry on with its existing

power and water resources and other facilities.

In case of potato storage, there is one more con-

sideration which seems quite important. During the

loading season (April-My) , refrigeration load will be

at its peak value; but during storage period (June-

October) which is probably hottest and the most oppressive

season in India, the refrigeration load will hardly be

one-third to one-half of the peak load (computations

given later). Hence, ice manufacturing can profitably

be carried on during this hot period, if there is ample

demnd for ice in that locality and nearby towns. Ice

will come as a by-product with a little extra equipment

like ice tank and other accessories, and will make the

entire plant very economical.

All of these considerations should be taken into

account in the order of their local importance while

planning the size of the cold storage plant for seed

potatoes. Itwould seem from past experience that a

cold storage plant having capacity of 660 tons of seed

potatoes with an ice plant would be the minimum size
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that could run economically. Larger plants of about

2000 tons capacity could be installed in areas of con-

centrated production and 1000 tons potato storage

capacity may be taken as the average size.

number of Cold Storggg

.About 20 potato and general cold storage houses

are existing in India, but they are not generally availed

of due to their location being either in big cities or

port towns (for imported stock), which are far from

farms and transportation is not so easy and cheap.

Previously, people had not realized the advantages of

cold storage and few had seriously thought of utilizing

the cold storage facilities for a cheap and semi-perish-

able commodity like potatoes. The importance of cold

storage is, howover, being realized gradually, and in

the case of long storage necessary for seed stock, the

cold storage is almost unavoidable.

Taking total seasonal requirements of seed

potatoes for main (winter) crop to be 200,000 tons,

about 180 more cold storages of 1000 tons average capacity

are still required throughout India, but concentrated

at centers of seed potato production. This is, of course,

a target figure based on present acreage under potato

crop in India, but it is very evident that there is a

good scope for many cold storages at or near the farms

in.the near future. 'we havé not taken into account that
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some storages may even store potatoes for table use to

be carried to later part of summer, or some general

storage houses may offer other services like storage

of apples, fish or poultry in separate rooms, if the

storage houses are suitably situated to carry on that

Job too.

Location of Plants

Location of cold storage houses usually should be

determined by marketing practices. They should be in

proximity to users, public markets, produce dealers,

commission merchants and the like. Location.should be

such that cost of trucking is a minimum and storage is

easily accessible to motor trucks. If produce is shipped

by railroad, a storage on a railroad siding may be de-

sirable.

Other important factors are: nearness to the

farms, topography of the locality, the availability of

power and the availability of water supply for cooling

purposes.

Taking all these factors into account, potato

storage houses cannot be built on northern India hills

due to the difficulty of transportation.and market

facilities, even though good qualities of seed potatoes

can be grown there. Similarly, storage near the big

cities will generally be far from.production areas and

may prove costly. Farm.storages are also not practicable
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due to smll sizes of farms under potato production and

due to unavailability of power and mrket facilities.

The best proposition would be to locate the storage

houses in medium sized towns near the production areas,

which have electric power and water supply, have im-

portance as potato trade centers with railroad facilities,

and in addition fair public demnd for ice in the

locality.



II. PHYSIOLOGICAL ASPECTS

A. Prerequisites for Storage

Harvest Time and Maturity

Each of the investment in a potato crop can be

lost through carelessness in harvesting and in storage.

Tuber development in late varieties continues over a

period and ceases only when the plant is mature. As

the potato tuber approaches maturity its keeping quality

improves. Also, immture potatoes do not store so well

as do mature potatoes because of a thinner skin which

results in more rapid loss of water and hence in

greater shrinkage. Injuries are more prevalent in

immature than in mature potatoes because of their thin

skins and brittleness. But to eliminate current-year

infection by virus diseases, potatoes for seed are

sometimes harvested early before disease-carrying in-

sects become numerous. The claim for superiority of

immature potatoes for seed is not Justified on any

chemical or physiological basis buteis due to greater

freedom from degenerative diseases in the imture

seed (3). A better practice adopted on the hills,

where the temperatures through day and night are not

very high, is to pull the tops and leave the tubers in

the ground for some two weeks for the natural maturing

process, during which the skin becomes toughened. In
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hot, dry weather this practice may prove harmful and

it would be enough to confine the digging to early

morning or late afternoon and leaving the tubers on

the field overnight.

Harvestigg and Handligg

Seed potatoes required for storage should be

free from mechanical injuries. usually potatoes for

table use are picked in long narrow baskets fastened

to the back of a person. They are then transported

to the storage house, graded and either dumped in the

pit storage or transferred into crates for cold stor-

age. Careful handling of the seed crop at harvest

time will be bound to pay for its efforts. mechanical

- injuries to tubers incurred during the harvesting and

handling processes have a very marked influence on the

shrinkage and decay loss during sufficient storage.

for these reasons, hand picking is preferable to

harvesting even with a padded digger, in case of seed

tubers; and handling in crates preferable to baskets

or barrels as less bruising results (35).

Typical losses in weight from.shrinkage and

decay during storage following various methods of

handling are hhown in the table below (35):
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Percentage weight loss in storage

 

 

 

Trgaftment 1 month 1 months

Immature Tubers:

Carefully handled 3.05 8.07

normally handled 5.0h 11.70

Mature Tubers:

Carefully handled 2.08 5.h9

normally handled 3.78 8.t5

Gradigg

Before going into storage, potatoes should be

graded in a grading machine or otherwise. managers of

potato warehouses should encourage growers to do more

hand sorting in the field at the time of picking, as

this would eliminate extra handling, reduce the need

for so much mechanical sorting and mechanical indury

caused by grader. Grader should be equipped with a

roller type picking table to facilitate the removal of

scabby, off type, out and otherwise undesirable potatoes.

All oversized, rough or growth cracked potatoes should

be removed.

B. Storage Behavior and Conditions of Storage

Introductomz

.A potato in storage is a living, breathing plant

tissue. .As it breathes, carbon dioxide, moisture and
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heat of respiration are given off accompanied by loss

in weight or shrinkage. Perhaps the most thorough

studies of potato storage have been made at Cornell

University Agricultural Experiment Station in 1933.

The data collected from storages in two houses in

Ithaca, New York (35) show that:

(a) The greatest shrinkage loss of potatoes occur

during the first month and the sixth and seventh months

of storage. Shrinkage during the first month appears

to be due largely to excessive evaporation and a high

rate of respiration through the injured and uncorked

surfaces of the tuber; whereas the increase in loss

during the last two months occurs sinmltaneously with

excessive sprout growth and increase in temperature.

(b) The highest rate of respiration of the tubers,

similarly occurs immediately after harvest. The rate

then decreases rapidly, even if the tubers are placed

at a comparatively high temperature. The rate again

increases with resumption of growth subsequent to the

dormant period.

(c) Loss in weight of potatoes due to respiration

is very small in comparison with the loss in weight

caused by water.

(d) Immture tubers lost more weight than did

mature during storage periods of one, three and five

months duration. During seven months storage period,
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however, physiological loss in weight was greater in

mature than in immature lots. This increase in loss of

weight of the mature over the immature lots therefore

occurred during the sixth and seventh months of storage.

It was concluded that the mature tubers terminated their

dormant period sooner than did the immature tubers, de-

pending largely on the internal environmental conditions

of storage house.

Storage

From the above discussion, it is clear that the

whole storage period can be divided into three parts:

(1) curing period, (2) the holding period, and (3)

warming-up period.

(1) Curing Period: It was shown above that

immediately after harvest, potatoes even if not indured

lose weight faster than during any subsequent period.

At harvest time, the periderm of the tuber is only

partly formed. The process continues for sometime de-

pending on the temperature and humidity of the air

surrounding the potatoes. Ideal temperature for rapid

growth of this "thick skin" seems to be between 60° and

70° F. and the best hmnidity is near saturation. This

"healing” can be accomplished by providing these storage

conditions for the first week or two after harvest time,

and is reported to have materially reduced weight losses

throughout the remainder of the storage season. Curing
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period temperature is usually easy to maintain; but

when several weeks are required to fill large storage

rooms, as may be the case in seed stock from.the hills,

it is better not to cure all the potatoes because the

first lot stored may be held too long at 60°F. temperature

or above (1h).

(2) Holding Period: Experimental results (37)

show that dormancy of the tubers could be maintained

indefinitely at temperatures of 36°F. or below, but

that at hOQE., some germination was almost certain to

occur if the storage period was prolonged much beyond

six months. In the same experiment, average loss of

‘weight for Irish cobbler variety for normal storage

was found 3.795 at 32%., 1.55% at 36°r., and 3.1.2;

at hO°P., for storing in barrel. Results for other

varieties were similar. It has been suggested that

the greater weight loss of sound tubers Stored at the

lower temperatures is due to slower "corking" of the

periderm. The general conclusion to he arrived at

from.numerous widely separated tests is that seed

stored at 36° - io° F. are almost inyariably more

productive than those stored at 32° - 35° F. (Ah).

For the normal potato storage period, room.temperature

of 36° - 38° F. with 85 to 90% humidity would prevent

germination and at the same time insure as low a trans-

piration.and respiration loss as is desirable. under
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36° - 37° 1?. storage with high humidity, seed stock

can be stored from six to eight months, depending upon“

variety; Earlier varieties cannot be stored as long

as late ones. .Again, it is better to store seed stock

at a little higher temperature, say 38°F. for early

planting. Seed desired for late planting should be

moved to about 36°F. after about three to five months.

(3)‘Warming Period: It is known that respira-

tion is greatly accelerated when potatoes are moved

from.a.low to a higher temperature. This indicates

that a rather abrupt increase in physiological activity

occurs when potatoes are taken out of cold storage.

Because of this and also to give seed potatoes anfi

opportunity to begin sprouting before planting, potatoes

are warmed up for certain periods. A fairly good in-

crease in yield has been obtained from.seed removal

from.storage and held for 12 days in,a room temperature

of approximately 70°F. as compared with the yield from

similar stock planted direct from.storage.

Ventilation and Aeragggg

Ordinarily, ventilation is used only as a means

of controlling the temperature and the humidity of the

air in the storage, as in common storage or forced

circulation refrigerated system, If the temperature

and the humidity are maintained at the proper level,

as in direct expansion or brine coil system, usually
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no further ventilation is needed to provide for air

exchange for the respiratory process. Little attention

need be given to the Carbon Dioxide, as storage construc-

tion is seldom so tight that the gas accumulates in

quantities where it would either be beneficial in re-

tarding respiration and sprouting, or where greater

concentration would be detrimental in promoting black

heart. On the contrary, ventilation has a disadvantage

in that the ventilating air also removes and carries

away'moisture from.the stored product and atmosphere.

Therefore refrigerated seed storages are constructed

so as to permit the least leakage or infiltration of

outside air. But, continuous air circulation is needed

in the storage, for the purpose of equalizing the temp-

erature and humidity in different parts of the storage,

thus preventing freezing or condensation and develop-

ment of mold and sprout growth.

Condensation

If humidity is maintained at high level, no

moisture will condense on cold surfaces or on the top

layers of potato boxes or crates. If the temperature

is kept low, say 3h°~36°F. usually no harm will result

from development of decay even if slight moisture con-

denses. Still it is good practice that the chance of

condensation be avoided by maintaining high humidity

and uniformity of temperature throughout the room.



Sweatigg

This results in condensation of atmospheric

moisture on cold products removed suddenly from stor-

age. It is higher when relative humidity of atmosphere

is higher. It should be prevented as it favors the

development of decay. This can be done by allowing

the product to warm.up gradually before taking out of

storage. In the storage of seed potatoes, it has

already been suggested to warm.up stock in a room to

70°F. for about 12 days for reason of increased yield;

so.sweating is out of the question.

Freezigg Injggz

It is of great importance to the commercial cold-

storage man to know the exact freezing points of the

product that he handles. Furthermore, knowledge of the

freezing point of a commodity may be of special advantage

to the warehouseman in case of alleged freezing damage.

Freezing-point determination made on 1t different comp

mercial varieties of potatoes averaged 28.9°F. (L7).

But freezing or freezing injury does not always occur

when the fruits or vegetables are exposed to tempera-

tures at or below their true freezing point. This is

shown in investigations on potatbes in which tubers

'were cooled as much as 10°F. below their freezing point

and were again warmed up without injury and without

having become frozen. In view of this fact, the average
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freezing point given above should be considered only

as the danger point at or near which, either above or

below, there is a possibility of freezing injury if

exposed for a sufficient length of timo. In a cold

storage, there is great likelihood of temperature of

storage falling and remaining low for quite a long

time unnoticed. Special care and constant supervision

should be given to maintain constant temperatures well

above average freezing point. This care is particularly

important for seed stock. Even slightly damaged tubers

are not fit for seed because of the rapidity of rotting

of the seed piece by killing their tissues. Freezing

injury on the field is rarely possible in India in

the winter crop, as the temperatures rarely go below

299E.

Spgpgge Sanitation

Potatoes should be placed in a clean, disinfected

storage. The storage interior should be free from.refuse,

dirt and mold. Empty storage should be disinfected with

sodium.hypochlorite or copper sulphate solution. The

rooms should be closed for a few days following the

application, before next fresh supply is brought in.

Rooms should be washed out and cleaned once every three

months. Potatoes in storage should be handled carefully

to avoid bruises and cuts; otherwise they are likely to

be damaged by various forms of decay before the end of
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storage period. Potatoes should not be stored in the

samo room with fruits, nuts, eggs or dairy products

because of the objectionable flavor they will impart.

For instance, potatoes stored with apples'will cause

the latter to absorb the potato odor and taste to the

extent of making the apples unsaleable. Hence, if

storage of any other commodity is intended, it should

be made in exclusively separate room. For the purpose

of this thesis, we will consider that only potatoes

are handled, mainly for seed purpose.

gggpgction

Potatoes should be inspected by a qualified in-

specter when received for storage and again'within

30 days. The frequencies of inspection thereafter will

depend upon the condition of the stock as determined

by previous inspections. Big warehouses can afford to

employ their own inspectors or inspecting agencies.

But small storage houses handling only one product like

potatoes cannot afford to seek such service. If need be,

government may keep an inspecting staff on a non-profit

basis. The inspection certificate is an authoritative

document for both parties and would, in most cases,

avoid disputes on the quality of the product before

and after storage.
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0. Conditions After Storage

It was pointed out under "Warming Period" in this

chapter on Conditions during storage that respiration

is greatly accelerated when potatoes are moved from.al

low temperature to a higher one. .Again, it has been

shown by Kimhrough (22) that after a storage period

which is long enough to cause the mximum respiration

rate, the period in the storage life of the Cubers

seems to have no appreciable influence on the respira-

tion rate when potatoes are removed from storage. The

rate of respiration after removal is therefore independ-

ent of the length of storage.

To avoid sudden changes from.cold temperatures to

higher temperatures seed should be warmed up in storage

by shutting off a portion of refrigerating load, until

the whole stock is either disposed of or transported.

But when sudden changes do occur, or when first lots

of seed stock are removed from.cold storage for transit,

special attention must be given to the ventilation of

potatoes, as otherwise the period of abnormally high

respiration following the change of temperature may

cause the potatoes to heat and sweat, resulting in

favorable conditions for the growth of decay organisms.

They are more susceptible to black heart at this time.
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Transportation

It is important that when the seed stock is

removed from storage for planting, it should be trans-

ported as quickly as possible to the farms where they

are to be planted., for long distances, railroads

remain the largest means of carrying potatoes from

one place to another, though motor lorries are also

{used in Herthern India. For seed potatoes, railroad

authorities allow certain commission and charge one-

quarter of the usual parcel rate. But, there is no

.provision in the Indian railways for refrigerated

vans for the transportation of perishable commodities

other than fish. The existing steel wagons are not

properly ventilated and insulated and iced wagons are

necessary to keep the commodity from.heatbf the summer.

Some railroads have provided wooden.vans for summer

transport of fruits and vegetables.



III. INSULNTION

4A. Insulating Materials

Function

The function of a heat insulating material is

the maintainance of an unbalanced condition of heat

transfer against the unremitting efforts of natural

forces to restore the balance. It is essentially a

material having a large percentage of relatively small

voids containing dead air. Little, if any, convection

can take place within such a material and the solid

portions effectively screen off the radiation, so

that only conductivity plays the part in heat trans-

fer and the low conductivity of dead air is utilized

to a much greater extent than in cpen air. There is

no insulating advantage in having air spaces more than

B/L inches wide because above this width the insulating

value remains practically constant. narrower spaces

have less insulating value, and, according to the U.S.

Bureau of Standards, below one-half inch the insulating

value is approximately proportional to the width. If

these air spaces are filled with any good conducting

medium like moisture, much of the insulating value of

the material is lost.

Properties

An ideal thermal insulating material for a cold-
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storage work would possess the following properties:

(1) A high thermal resistivity or low

conductivity.

Thermal

Quality (2) A low moisture absorbing capacity and

resistant to air infiltration.

(3) Fire resistant and no spontaneous

combustion.

PE§Z§§E§ (h)'Vermin or rodent proof

(5) Odorless

(6) Light in weight

Structural

Quality (7) Elasticity with rigidity

(8) Not deteriorate easily

(9) Reasonable in cost

(10) Easily and cheaply applied

Cost

Classification

Commercial insulating materials are now available

in a variety of forms and a satisfactory material may be

had for almost any building situation that may arise.

Some of them.possess a certain amount of structural

strength while others do not contribute to the structural

strength of the buildings. These can be divided into two

general groups: (1) fibrous materials either in loose

form.or fabricated into soft flexible quilts confined

between relatively thin layers of paper or textile, and

(2) more or less rigid boards in.which the components

are bonded together in some way. Stiff fibrous insulating

boards having considerable structural strength are
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poorer insulators than lighter and coarse material.

These materials from.structural standpoint can also

be classified as: (1) Rigid or board type, (2) Semi-

flexible, (3) Soft flexible or blanket form, (A) dry

fill, and (5) Wet fill.

21292

(1) Rigid or board type insulating materials

include corkboard and various kinds of lumber substitutes,

in which fibres of sugar cane (canite), wood or corn

stock are bonded tOgether. They combine insulating

value‘with structural rigidity.

(2) Semi-flexible insulating materials are made

of belted fibres of flax or rye and are furnished in

sheets of various thickness. They are sufficiently

flexible to conform to slight surface irregularities

but still are rigid enough to be self-supporting.

(3) Soft flexible or blanket form.insulators

consist of quilted fibres of such.materials as eel

grass, kapok, hair, asbestos, wood, Jute or flax.

Some of these materials have good insulating value.

(h) Dry fills are granular, powdered, shredded

or expanded materials such as granulated or regranulated

cork, mineral or rock‘wcol, shredded bark, sawdust,

planer shavings and expanded mica.

(5) Reflectories usually consist of aluminum.foil

and similar reflectors which.may be applied as single
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sheets or asusuccessive layers of foil. They reflect

the radiant heat from surfaces which are kept away

from other materials.

Though cheap filler type materials are generally

used for cheap farm. storage, they are generally less

moisture resistant and are not packed uniformly for

low conductivity. From this point of view and for

structural stability, rigid insulating materials like

corkboard, mineral wool board and other fibre boards

are recommended for refrigerated storage houses. Be-

sides, board type insulating materials are more adapt-

able to brick, concrete block or other masonry con-

struction and for use under concrete floors.

Commrison and Tests

Therefore, we will compare the board type in-

sulating materials. Series of tests were conducted

by Pittsburgh Testing Laboratory, Pittsburg, Pa.,

during 1936 on corkboard and 5 other different types of

low temperature insulating boards commonly used in

cold storage (15). Tests were meant to yield in-

formation concerning the following properties:

(1) Thermal conductivity

(2) Susceptibility to moisture absorption by both

total immersion and by capillarity from partial

immersion.
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(3) Resistance of materials to compression for

direct loading and the degree of recovery

upon the removal of load. In the case of bulk

material, tendency to settle under vibration.

(A) Transverse strength of the materials.

(5) Ability of materials to withstand handling

likely to be encountered before installation.

(6) Ability of materials to withstand impact.

(7) Fire resistance or combustibility.

(8) Uniformity of dimensions-~effect of humidity.

A.summary of the results is given in the accompany-

ing Table.

W

The tests show that corkboard and Mineral‘Wool

insulating board compare favorably to each other, except

for the fact that the latter is not as fire resistant

and not as efficient as insulating material. .As in

tropical summer temperatures, fire hazard constitutes

a.main factor in building construction, mineral wool is

not recommended. Other fibrous boards like canite (cane

Product) and Uhiflex (Jute Flax) available in India

are cheaper than Corkboard, and though an installation

using one of these competing materials may show a lower

first cost, in the longer run they deteriorate easily

and cause trouble and inconvenience. Refrigerating a

space is an expensive process and in the high range of
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temperature differential to be maintained, first cost

is often the least important cost of an installation

which is to be in constant service for say, twanty to

twenty-lfive years. It is the operating cost of the in-

stallation which goes on year after year that ultimately

is of much greater importance than the first cost. There-

fore considering only efficiency and performance of the

insulating material, Corkboard is almost extensively

used in commercial storage installations.

Specifications of Corkboard

Cork is found in the bark of a live oak tree which

grows in commercial stands surrounding the western end

of the Mediterranean Sea. The bark of the Cork Oak,

stripped from the trees every ten years roughly, is

cellular in structure. Insulating Corkboard is made by

first grinding the cork into coarse granules ,. carrying

them by an air blower system to screens and finally the

packed moulds are baked in ovens or by dry superheated

steam. No foreign binder is added. The baking melts

the natural resins in the cork and these bind these

granules together in a homogeneous mass of pure cork.

Corkboard is light in weight, yet structurally strong;

a flexible and resilient board of low conductivity that

is a fire-retardant and moisture resistant; a practical

and easily erected form of insulation which will not

settle, warp, support bacterial growth, attract vermin,
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absorb or emit odors--all these qualities amply exempli-

fied by several tests. The standard board or slab comes

in sheet sizes of 12" x 36", 18" x 36", 2h" x 36" and

36" x 36", and with standard thicknesses of 1”, 1-1/2",

2", 3”, A" and 6". Though average thermal conductivity

may be taken 0.27 Btu. the hour, the inch thickness, the

square foot area, the degree temperature difference (F.),

for computing the overall coefficient of heat transfer

of composite walls, the safe value of 0.3 Btu./hr./sq.ft./

deg.F. for inch thickness will be assumed. (Average

density may be taken 8.5 lbs. per cu. ft.

B. Vapor Barriers

‘gggg

we already know that the value of insulating mater-

ials lies in their cellular structure containing dead-air

spaces. If these spaces are filled with.atmmspheric

vapor condensed into water, much of the insulating value

is lost. Condensation results when the dew point temp-

erature of this vapor exceeds the temperature of any in-

side surface it contacts. No insulating material is

waterproof. Fapor barriers are therefore employed in

insulated walls and ceilings to prevent the entrance of

moisture in the form of vapor.

The rate of moisture movement across the walls with-

out vapor barriers and the direction of movement is de-

termined by the difference in vapor pressure on the two
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sides of the wall. Accompanying Figure A shows the

calculated average monthly temperature gradients through

a typical masonry wall with corkboard insulation for

summer months of Delhi (India) during the storage season,

i.e..April-NOvember inclusive, with corresponding vapor

pressures shown in another column. A graph (Fig. 5)

showing these vapor pressures above that maintained in

the storage room is also shown. This shows very clearly

that throughout the potato storage, outside vapor pressures

are much higher and vapor movement will be from.cutside

to the inside of the walls and the rate of movement will

be very fast unless prevented by the barriers on outer

surfaces of the insulating material. In the case of

outside walls, this is often augmented by wind pressure.

During these hot summer months the temperature'

in attics above ceiling may be 10° - 30°F. higher than

outdoor air temperatures. Thus, both the temperature

and vapor pressure differences for ceilings will be mmoh

greater than those for walls and this might present a

serious problem.of moisture accumulation in ceiling in--

sulation. Therefore a good vapor barrier must be applied

above the insulation, on the top of the beams or Joists.

Vapor barriers should be applied only on one side

of insulated walls or ceilings, for, if by chance, the

vapor does enter from.cne side, it should not be entrapped

in the insulating or masonry construction and should be
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allowed to escape in the normal course of vapor movement

or aeration from the other side.

materials

Cement mortar or ashphalt are used as binding as

'well as air and moisture proof materials. Cement is,

however, not a good vapor barrier and does not bend well

with cork. Any little movement may develop cracks. It

is sometimes used along with asphalt bonding.

Asphalt is almost invariably used as a binder and

vapor barrier in cold-storage installations. Commercial

asphalt is a bitumenous substance, secured from.natural

deposits or from.petroleum.disti11ation. It is generally

felt that asphalt in a solidified form.is most effective

of all practical materials in protecting insulation for

disintegrating effects of air infiltration and moisture.

To be useful, in this respect, it must have special

characteristics:

1. ‘A high melting point so that it will not run,

sag or fail as a bonding medium when exposed to high

summer temperatures.

2. Ductility when exposed to low temperatures,

so that it may not crack.

3. ,A hard, tough surface at ordinary temperatures

to withstand damage from.sbrasion or impact.

A. Freedom from odor which might contaminate or

affect the product in storage.
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A normal (hot) erection asphalt should have the

following specifications:

Specific gravity at 60°F 1.065

Melting Point 200°}?

Flash Point (open cup test) b60°F

Asphalt must be applied hot mixed with approximately

3 percent by weight of cork dust. Methods of applying

insulation and vapor barrier are given in the latter

section. masonry surfaces from.inside may be primed with

asphaltic priming paint where corkboard is to be erected

in hot asphalt.

C. Amount of Insulation

ggonomioal Thickness

There should be sufficient insulation in the walls

and ceilings of a cold storage building to reduce the

heat load of the plant, but if insulation is too thick,

cost of insulation will be extraordinarily heavy as com»

pared to reduction in the plant load obtained. Hence,

there is optimum.limit to the economical thickness of the

insulation, when the total of all the overall operating

costs is minimum, No rigid rule, however, can be given

depending on a difference of temperature at outside and

inside conditions, as the duration of storage in a year

has special bearing on the result. Again the most

economical thickness of insulation would be different
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for loading period than for storage season, when the

conditions are more steady and no product load would

come into the picture to an appreciable degree.

HacIntire (2h) has summed up the various costs

of operation of a plant and by differentiating the total

'with respect to thickness of insulation, taking it as

the only variable, he has found the most economical

thickness of insulation in inches during storage as:

 

  

A(t -t)F 9_. (I' R' 100) (t -t)

L=1.'7l+3[‘al +Uttp) + +17 m] Ka x-—

B'(I+R...l_0_0)+8"5".s U:

Y’

Where the notation has following significance and values:

)K I Conductivity of the insulating material =

0.3 Btu/hr/sq.ft/deg.F per 1" thickness;

F I Yearly load factor = 0.5, as storage season will

be from Middle of my to Middle of October;

3' - Cost of the insulation per sq.ft. per 1" thickness

delivered to the Job in the equation B = B'+%-'-

(where C' is the cost of finish, plaster, nails,

labor and overhead per square foot and B being ‘

the total cost of insulation applied) 3 0.065 dollars;

p
. u The cost in dollars per ton of refrigeration per 2h

hours delivered,

cost of electric energy plus cost of cooling water

plus incurring costs of refrigerants;
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If unit runs with two B.H.P. input per ton, electric

energy consumed in motor = 0.71:6 x 2 I 1.5 K.W.hr./h§.

II 36 K.W.hr./2£+ hrs. If unit of energy for industrial

area is at the rate of 1-1/2 annas* (equivalent to 3¢).

cost of electric energy per day = $1.08;

Water consumption may be 1000 gallons per day at the

rate of 30.2 per 1000 gallons;

For replacement of brine or primary refrigerant, we may

add $0.32 more per day.

So the value of A = $(l.08+ 0.2+ 0.32) = $1.6 per day;

I = the interest rate, as a percentage, for the in-

sulation investment 3 6 percent per annum.

R I the repair cost per year as a percentage of the

insulation investment taken as uniform throughout

the life of insulation = 3 ,-

Y 8 the life of insulation in years I 15;

I', R', I" 8 corresponding values applied to machinery,etc.

- 6, 5 and 10 respectively;

ta = the temperature of the outside air, degrees F., as

the average for the period of operations -"-' 85 for

outside walls; *

 

"This 85 deg.F. average air temperature has been taken

for places in Northern India. The necessary Heter-

ologioal data for important places in India where seed

:tgiage houses may be built is shown in the accompanyigg

a e.



 

TABLE GIVING METREOLOGICAL DATA FOR SOME

PLACES IN INDIA FOR SUMMER MONTHS

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

April may June July Aug. Sept. Oct. Average

Ludhiana g8el+ E506 9307 8602 8307 3:.8 '67134'08 $2.5

(E.Pun3ab) h 9 7 77 7

30°55'Lat. A9 65 L9 68 69 67 Sh 57

75°56'L0n8 0.632 0.518 0.637 0.856 0.889 0.786 0.889 0.651

811.86 ft.Alt.

Simla (E.Punjab) 58.7 61.2 67.3 6h.2 63 61.3 55.7 62 ,

31°6' Lat. A9 53 6O 62 61 58.5 #7 55.8 4k

77°12'Long. 50 A7 65 87 90 83 53 68 0\

7110.61 ft.A1t. 0.276 0.307 0.63h 0.5h3 0.536 0.683 0.265 0.006 1

Delhi 8h.6 89.9 93.3 87 86.2 84.2 78.5 86.2

28950' Lat. 60.5 70.5 77 78 77 75 65 72

77°16' Long. 32 38 #7 67 67 65 #9 52

717.81 ft.A1t. 0.366 -0.512 0.698 0.860 0.833 0.762 0.678 0.686

. MBerut(West U.P.) 83 89 97.6 86.3 85.1 83.h 76 85.8

2900' Lat. 66.5 71 80.5 77.5 77.5 75 65 73.3

77°t1' Long. 39 A1 68 71 72 68 56 55

737.68 ft.Alt. 0.632 0.51h 0.68 0.86h 0.850 0.758 0.699 0.657

A Patna (Bihar) 86.8 88.6 87.9 88.8 86.1 84 79.5 85.1

25°37' Lat. ‘ 69.5 76 79 80 79.5 78.5 72.5 76

85016' Long. 61 56 68 81 82 79 71 67

182.86 ft. Alt. 0.869 0.706 0.877 0.9h9 0.909 0.916 0.697 0.790

gigggggg (Bihar) 83.9 83.2 86.0 an. 83.7 83.3 78.8 83

25050' Lat. 71 75 79 80 79.5 79 _72 75.2

87°36' Long. 55 7O 79 85 85 83 77 76 ~

625.00 ft.A1t. 0.592 0.782 0.92 0.978 0.97 0.9hh 0.758 0.850

Berhampore 85.2 86.7 83.9 82.7 82.9 80.3 72.9 81.8

gWTBensal) 7h 77 79.5 79 79.5 77.5 68 76.3
26 6' Lat. 60 71 82 86 86 85 78 78

28°17' Long. 0.583 0.809 0.921 0.953 0.939 0.929 0.781 0.858

66.h5 ft. Alt.

Coimbatore 83.2 81.3 78 76 77 77.2 76.9 78.5

m- . 72 72 70.5 69 70.5 70 70.5 70.6
oS.India) 58 66 7O 7O 73 70 74 69

770%at' 0.668 0.695 0.672 0.655 0.673 0.656 0.681 0.672

ong.

13h7.6h ft.A1t.

For every place in each column: _

First figure indicates average monthly Dry Bulb Temperature; in deg.F.

Second " " _ " " 'Wet " " ; in deg. F.

Third " " " " percentage humidity;

Fourth " " " " Vapor pressure, in lbs. per sq. in.

Nets - The figures given above have been taken from.Dr. Blanford's report

on meterology of India in 188A; published by the Superintendent of

Government Printing, India, Calcutta.
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the maximum outside temperature, degrees F. =5
*

115, say;

t = the temperature of the cold storage room, degrees F.

= 35 giving average round figure;

the temperature of the refrigerant in the evaporator

piping, degrees F. 2 10° for indirect cooling‘by

chilled brine;

P’and u are the functions in the equation G = 12000 P

uIt - tp) ’

'where, P is the cost in dollars per sq. ft. of

 

refrigerating piping in the cold storage room.:

0.5 including all pipe accessories,

u = the overall coefficient of heat transfer for the

piping a 1.5 BTU/sq.ft/hr/deg.F.,

and G = total cost of piping, etc. in dollars per ton

of refrigeration, and can be worked out from the

above values;

a
:

I
I

the value per year of cubic foot space in the cold

storage room.= $0.15;

U‘= coefficient of heat of the wall for the materials

of construction and air films other than insulation

material as given by the usual formula:

+=%+%+%+%Z+%

For.masonry wall of solid brick, Indian style, 12" thick

or hollow concrete block, light gravel, 8" thick with

1/2“ cement plaster on the walls, 0': 0.31 Btu/hr/sq.ft/

deg.F. or Resistance _% = 3.22
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Applying these values in the equation for economical

thickness of insulation for outside walls, we get

L 3 h inches.

For roof ta may be taken as 115 instead of 85, hence

L becomes = 5.07 inches.

For floor, on the ground level, ta is about 75 deg.F.

'which is the ground soil temperature. This gives

corkboard thickness

L 3 h inches, same as that of outside walls.

Recommended thicknessgg

many corkboard or refrigeration.machinery manu-

facturers recommend the economical thickness of cork-

board insulation for different temperature range or

temperature differential in a tabulated form, as an

approximation, one such table given by‘Veneman (#2)

is given below:

 

Range of 'lalls Deilings Floors Floors Roofs of

 

Temp. in ins. ins. on .Above .Attic

Storage Ground Ground Ceilings

Areas (1L - ins . ins . ins .

-5 to 10 6 6 5 6 7

10 to 25 5 5 h 5 6

25 to #0 A h 3 h 5

ho to 50 3 3 2 3 A

50 to 60 2 2 - 2 3
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80 taking the temperature range of 25°F to LOQF

for storage room, we get exactly the same values as

arrived at by elaborate formula, except that for floor,

for which the table gives 3 in. This deviation is prob-

abby due to soil temperature in India, which is in trop-

ical region,higher than taken in many parts of the UtS.A.

For Michigan, value is 55 deg.F. Hence, we will take

the A in. corkboard insulation for floor.

Partition walls in the storage house are between

any two of the storage rooms maintained at the same temp-

eratures during storage season. But it may often happen

that while one storage room.is being loaded with seed

potatoes after harvest, other two rooms might be left

unrefrigerated. Hence, to protect against heat trans-

mdssion during any such period, partition walls should

also be insulated by h" corkboard.

For flexibility in laying the insulation and

for elasticity corkboard in sheet size 12" x 36” is

mostly used. Floors and walls will take two layers

each 2” thick, while roofing will have two layers, one

2" thick and the other 3”, the 2" layer being on the

outside, as will be shown later.

Overall_Coefficient of heat transfer of the Composite

1819.

Falls may be either 12 in. common bricks or 8 in.

hollow concrete (Sand, gravel or limestone) with h in.
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corkboard and 1/2 in. plaster. Conductance C for 12 in.

brick wall and plaster is 0.3h Btu. per Sq. ft. per hr.

per deg. F.

Taking K = 0.3 for Corkboard U’= 2 0.0615 

1

l .+._lg;_

0.3: ‘ 0.

C for 8 in. Concrete block and 1/2 in. plaster I 0.52

U for Composite walls = -_ie_ 1 = 0.0655;

4- -Jfir-
0.52 0.

.Ayerage for transmission calculations may be taken as

0.065, on higher side for safety.

Similarly,

for partition wall with h in. corkboard and 1/2 in.

cement finish on both sides ‘0 8 0.069;

for ceiling with 5 in. corkboard h in. concrete slab

on top and 1/2 in. cement finish at the bottom.side

'U I 0.056;

for floor 5 in. slab, h in. corkboard and 3 in. cement

finish, U = 0.066.

D. Erection of Corkboard

we'will assume,throughout,masonry construction of

the building-~concrete or common bricks. For outside

walls, 8" hollow concrete blocks or 12" brick'wall'will

be used; ceiling will have concrete slabs over the cork-

board insulation; and concrete flooring will be made.
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'Wall Construction

There are two methods of erecting corkboard in-

sulation on.masonry walls. One method, which is rather

expensive, consists of masonry surfaces being primed

'with hot asphalt before applying insulating board. The

other economical method which is quite suitable for stor-

age temperatures above 359F. is laying first insulating

course laid in cement mortar. This latter method is

explained below:

The masonry walls are roughened by hacking or

constructed rough from.inside for cement bond. Bach

sheet of corkboard composing the first layer is covered

evenly on one side with Portland cement mortar 1/2 in.

thick, this mortar being mixed in one part of cement

to two parts of clean sharp sand. Each sheet thus

covered is slapped into place against the wall as near

as possible to preper location. Buck stays 3 ft. apart

are to be erected for security on walls, as the walls

are sufficiently high and may not hold the first course

of corkboard otherwise.

Successive layer of corkboard is installed against

the first in hot asphalt with Joints broken in respect

to those of previous layer, after the cement mortar has

set. This layer is to be additionally secured with imp

pregnated hardwood skewers, driven diagonally into the

corkboard, at least two to the square foot, or with large
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head galvanized nails, used in the same manner. Nails or

skewer should project into the underneath layers at least

one inch. Cement finish is finally applied in two l/h

in. layers, first layer being roughened to take the

second. For strength, metal lath may be applied on the

corkboard before applying cement finish. [An isometric

view of the insulated wall is given in Fig. 6.

Columns

Columns which are in contact with the building

structure and thus constitute conductors for the passage

of heat should be insulated. usually they are in-

sulated with the same thickness of corkboard as that

for the walls, up to three feet from floor or ceiling

line, for 30° - 60° F storage temperature. When columns

are part of an outside wall, they should be completely

insulated. Location of these columns will be shown in

the building layout. method of insulating is the same

as for walls.

Partitionfllallg

It will consist of two 2" corkboard sheets Joined

together in hot asphalt with 2 layers of l/h in. cement

finish on both sides. .As these walls do not support any

load on the top, this 5"'will'will be stable and support

itself.

Ceilipgs on the Attic

Ceilings can either be laid in reinforced concrete
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in slabs or may be made up by a system.of girders and

tees with.cement mortar or concrete laid over them.

method of applying corkboard insulation is different in

either case.

In the former case (Fig. 7), it will be assumed

that joist and wooden sleepers are in forms and concrete

is to be poured on them, ‘Wedge-shaped impregnated wood

sleepers are laid on the forms 18 in. on centers. They

should be located at a distance equivalent to the thick-

ness of the first layer of the corkboard (3 in. in this

case) from.the walls, the top and bottom of the Joist

or beam.sides. The face and depth of sleeper is at

least 2 inches. Concrete is then poured on to the

forms.

‘When concrete is sufficiently set and dry, the

forms are removed and the surface is given two coats

of asphaltic priming paint. The first layer of cork-

board is then dipped in hot asphalt, quickly placed in

position and additionally secured'with large head gal-

vanized nails driven obliquely into the sleepers at

least l-l/2 in. Subsequent layer (2 in.) is dipped

likewise in hot asphalt and further secured with large

head galvanized nails driven obliquely at least three

to the square foot and entering the previous course at

least l-l/2 in. .All Joints in one layer are broken in

respect to those of the previous one. ‘Where horizontal
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and vertical insulation meet, tight neatly fitted Joints

should be both broken and staggered. Two layers of l/h

in. cement finish is finally applied.

In the second method, Tee-irons of the size re-

quired by the span (1h ft. in this case) and loading on

the top are located, say 18 in. apart between stems.

They should be supported on channel iron or I-section

beams anchored to the masonry wall by means of expansion

belts or other secure device. The first layer of cork-

board (18 in. x 36 in. x 2 in.) is placed between the

stems of the tee-iron and rest upon the flanges, the

edges of the corkboard being rabbeted so that the under-

side will be flush with the face of the tee-iron flange.

A flood coat of hot asphalt is placed on this first

layer and allowed to harden. The subsequent layer of

corkboard (3 in. thick) dipped in hot asphalt is quickly

placed against the underside of the first layer and

additionally secured with large head, galvanized nails,

driven obliquely, at least three to the square foot,

and entering the previous layer at least 1-1/2 in. .As

before, all Joints in one layer should be brpken in

respect to those of the preceding layer, and where ceiling

insulation meets that of wall, tight Joints should be

both broken and staggered. Two layers of l/h in. cement

finish on the bottom side and h in. concrete unconditioned

floor on the top should be applied, as shown in.Fig. 8.
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Floor Construction

Standard method of applying corkboard over con-

crete is generally used. The 5 in. concrete surface

upon which the corkboard is to be installed should be

clean, dry and reasonably smooth. Thereupon, a small

quantity of hot asphalt is to be spread or mopped evenly

on the floor and the first layer 2 in. thick laid therein

with all Joints tight and broken. The second layer also

2 in. thick is placed in like manner, due care being

taken that the Joints of any layer are broken in re-

spect to those of the next layer. 0n the top surface

of this layer should be spread or mopped evenly a

heavy coat of asphalt or water proof sheeting to pre-

vent ingress of moisture into the corkboard. Sand or

gravel should be thrown into this top coating before

it has set to facilitate the bond with the concrete

'wearing floor, 3 in. thick which is to be laid on it

and smoothed round at the wall edges, with insulation

also fitted neatly to join that of the wall with tight

staggered Joints. Isometric section of floor adjoining

wall is shown in Fig. 9.

_Br_ine and Ice-making Tanks;

At least 6 inches of corkboard in two layers should

be applied on the tank floor as described above, except

that no sand or gravel is thrown or cement flooring made.

This insulation should be placed over the area to be
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covered by the tank and by the side wall insulation,

where the tank is to be adjacent to the masonry wall.

Both layers of corkboard are supposed to have already

been applied in a manner similar to that described

under wall construction, previous to the placing of

the tank. .Any air space which might exist between the

wall and the tank after it is placed shall be filled

with granulated cork. .A 2" x h"'wood phate is then

fastened to the wall at the proper height by expansion

belts or some other mechanical device, in order to

provide a support for the curbing.

0n the other side of the tank, corkboard is

applied in two layers to a total thickness of 6 in.

Studs equivalent in thickness to that of the first

layer are placed tightly against the tank 24 in. apart

and are secured firmly at the top to the tank, at

the bottom.t0 a wood plate of corresponding size. The

first layer of corkboard, dipped in hot asphalt is

tightly fitted between the wood studs and placed

against the sides of the tank which is to be treated

previously with a coat of steel primer. This layer

is secured further by toe-nailing to the studs with

large head galvanized nails. The second layer is dipped

likewise in hot asphalt and so placed against the first

la yer that all joints are broken. .At the studs, this

layer is secured further with large head galvanized nails
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and to the first layer with impregnated hardwood skewers.

The outer layer of corkboard is to be covered with 1/2

in. cement plaster as usual and top of tank covered by

wooden slippers. Cross section of Ice and brine tank

is shown in Fig. 10.

Cylindrical Brine Cooler

Insulation for horizontal shell and tube brine

cooler with flanged ends is one layer of 6 in. cork

covering all around the cylindrical wall tightened by

l-l/h in. band iron with clip and bolt; 6 in. plane

corkboard on the two ends fastened all around by cork

covering and tightened similarly. Space left at the

bulging ends is filled with fine granulated cork. Fig.

11 is cross section of two types of flanged end brine

coolers, one requiring a corkboard filler strip, as

shown.

[ngulation of Refrigerator Doors

Standard cooler or refrigerator doors are insulated

with h in. of loose fill insulation, such as granulated

cork or mineral wool. Before the insulation is installed,

the box-like structure formed by the front panel and

stiffners, made of conditioned lumber, is lined with a

layer of moisture proof insulating paper. (After the

insulating material has been thoroughly packed and tamped

into place it is covered with a final layer of insulating

paper thus completing a moisture proof envelope around
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the entire insulation.

‘0

Cold storage doors are furnished hung in the

frame by the manufacturers complete with necessary

hardware, ready to set in the wall. Double seal

is generally provided for flush type doors. The

maintainance of these gaskets is important to pre-

vent air leakage. A concrete sill, with a 3/8 in.

tapered rise, is provided beneath the door to prevent

sill-seals being dragged against the floor when the

door is opened.

Pipe Coveripg

All refrigerant suction lines, cold water lines,

if any, wastes, valves and fittings should be covered

to prevent sweating due to carrying chilled or cold

refrigerants and other liquids through areas of rela-

tively high temperatures.

Suction lines for low temperature systems carry-

ing refrigerants (brine, ammonia, etc.) should be

covered with moulded cork, brine thickness 1.70 in.

to 3.00 in., finished with one heavy coat of asphaltic

emulsion finish, generally put on at the factory. many

times covering on suction piping at more than 10 deg. F.

refrigerant temperature consists of hair felt in two

layers each one in. thick, alternated with waterproof

paper and finished with standard canvas jacket.
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Cold water lines for cooling water should be

covered with 3/1." wool felt covering, tar paper lined

and finished with 8 oz. canvas Jacket pasted on.



IV. REFRIGERATION LOADS

A, Storage Rooms and Building Layout

Storage Spgce

In the U}8.A., a rough figure of 3 cubic feet

of storage space per bushel basket or crate of product

is commonly employed to reckon the total space required,'

in case of packed storage rooms of 10 ft. height of

ceiling in a multi-storied building. In India,during

hot summer days, sunlight radiation on t0p of the

ceiling may be so high that in spite of enough insula-

tion provided for average conditions the upper part of

the storage space may shOW'higher temperatures than the

average prevailing elsewhere. Hence a mdnimum.of 3 feet

Open space for air movement may be left above the top

of the stacks. Further, for leaving about 6 ft. aisles-

between stacks, additional cubic space is required.

Hence we may take about A cu. ft. space per bushel of

potatoes.

A bushel of potatoes having l-l/2 in. average

size would weigh about 60 pounds. Hence total cubic

space for 1000 tons storage capacity would be

1000 x 2000 x h/60 = 133,000 cu. ft.

For flexibility of loading operations and providing

for slack trade during certain seasons, it is better to

have more than one room, say, three rooms of same dimensions.
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In that case, capacity of each room would be 333 tons

with cubic space of 133000 - th00 cu. ft. per room,

say, £5,000 cu. ft. 3

Room Dimensions

From the standpoint of economical use of in-

sulation, space and machinery and for minimizing the

transmission loss through walls, ceilings and floor for

a given cubic space, the ideal shape of storage room

is a cube. But the height of the ceiling is limited

to the extent up to which product containers could be

stacked easily and economically. Using a telescopic

high lift pallet truck which could stack tiers of

potato crates one above the other upto 12 ft. and

allowing 3 feet free air space on the tap as already

suggested, the height between the floor and ceiling

would be 15 feet.

Again in order to utilize maximum ground space

for product stacking and to achieve easy flow of material

for loading with ample aisle spaces, the floor area may

not be sqmq,as it should be for minimum transmission

heat loss. We may therefore choose to keep the floor

area to rectangular dimensions 70 ft. x #3 ft., so that

total cubic space may be 70 ft. x #3 ft. x 15 ft.

-'-'- 1.5,150 cu. ft., nearly what is required. Taking approx-

imately one ft. thickness of walls and ceiling, the outside

dimensions would be about 72 ft. x 1.5 ft. x 16 ft.
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Containers

Containers are of vital importance in the satis-

factory storage, marketing and distribution of commodi-

ties. In the United States, containers are standard-

ized by law. In view Of climatic conditions of India

and long distances over which much product has to be

transported before it is stored at a temminal storage

or marketed, the question of suitable containers assumes

special hmportance. A standardized container would lower

the cost of packages, tend to reduce damage in transit or

unnecessary handling and provide definite basis for sale

at the terminal storage house or market. If the same

containers are used as those in storage, this may even

mdnimize further handling of the product at the storage

house, if the potatoes do not need any sorting or grading.

‘Work is being carried on on the standardization of con-

tainers in India on information collected by the Empire

marketing Board.

Containers can be divided into four principal

classes (5): baskets, crates and boxes, barrels and

sacks. Crates and boxes are grouped together because in

the trade consistent distinction between them.has not

been recognized. ‘Whether constructed rotary-cut or

sawn.material, the ends, sides and bottoms may be solid,

paneled or slatted. Crates are now bound t0gether by

means of encircling wires stapled t0 the units and closed
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‘with interlocking wire loops. Sacks are generally made

of Jute or hemp.

Though for table stock, bin storage or storage in

Jute bags (sacks) would be permissible; for potato seed,

special care and handling is necessary. Investigations

carried out by Werner (43) ShOW’that crate storage is more

effective in preventing weight loss than sack storage,

principally for decreasing the amount of decay, which

probably results from.the less humid atmosphere immed-

iately around the tubers in crates during spring and

summer seasons. It was found that there was less sprout

growth and rot with crate storage than with sack storage,

the difference being probably due to difference in aera-

tion. In view of this air circulation needed during

storage, wooden crates are perhaps the only containers

suited for the purpose.

A well filled "weight" bushel crate 12-5/8 in.

height, 12-7/8 in. width and 16-3/8 in. length (12 in. x

12 in. x 15 in. inside) contains 60 lbs. net potatoes of

uniform size. Another crate 12-3/h in. by lh-B/h in. by

18-1/h in. (approximate outside dimensions) would take

about 80 to 85 lbs. of potatoes of 1-1/2 in. to 2 in. size.

As standard weight in India is a mound and is equivalent

to 82-2/7 lbs., the latter size of crate would be well

adopted for storage and marketing in that country. The

empty container would weigh approximately 10 lbs. The
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gross weight of the product in the container would be

in the neighborhood of 90 lbs., which is not too heavy

for an Indian laborer to handle. I

One more point to consider in adopting the crate

for storage of seed potatoes is the stacking of the

containers one above the other. In this respect, one

consideration is to leave a little air space between two

containers, stacked one above the other, allrcund and

further, the stacking should be well stable. Keeping

this in.mind, the standard crate with four triangular

cross sectional supports, as shown.in.Fig. 12, could be

designed and adopted. This crate has an advantage that

no strapping between tiers is necessary and bottom.of

‘wodden supports of the upper crate rests on top of these

supports of the lower one and leaves ample air space be-

tween the tiers. These supports have ample bearing area

for bottom.most crate to support the total load up to the

top.

It is intended that the manager of the storage house

‘will take all possible means to use the same type of crates

in his storage houses for uniformity and stability. He

may either provide his own containers or encourage cus-

tomers to use some type of standard dimensions. If ir-

regularities should occur, suitable means of stacking the

product may be found, depending on local conditions.
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Crate Storage

A slat floor raised 2 to h in. from.the main floor

should be provided in order to allow air circulation under

the crates, which should be stacked in even rows to the

proper height. .A satisfactory method is to stack each

bottom.row of crates on two 2 in. x h in. strips or racks

set on edge, parallel to each other, and about one foot

gertw thus permitting ventilation under the crates. In

this way, the pieces act as a substitute for a slat floor.

'we have already mentioned keeping ample space be-

tween crates' rows and tiers. .Allowing 2-1/2 in. all-

round, the overall space occupied by each crate will be

19-1/2 in. in length, 16 in. width and 1h in. height.

These overall dimensions will be taken to have satis-

factory stacking armament 0n the floor space.

Number and Size of Doors

The more doors there are in the storage rooms,

the greater is the cost of construction and the greater

the air infiltration and consequent difficulties with

temperature and humidity control. The number of doors

should be reduced to a minimum.consistent with the

practical management of the storage. In the single-

story house, more than one dooraway to a room is seldom

needed.

The minimum.size for an entrance door is 3-1/2 ft.

by 6 ft., though h ft. by 6-1/2 ft. is more desirable for
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these large rooms. One more consideration in the size of

the door is that trucks with overall collapsed height and

width of pallets for loading the product can easily pass

through the doorways.

_Location of Room.Coolers

For uniform.air distribution and air velocity in

the product zone, favorable location of unit coolers is

very important. Irregular shaped spaces, beamed ceilings,

columns and various methods of stacking will often comp

plicate the problem of air distribution. In such cases,

proper air distribution and velocities can often be

secured by the use of.more than one units located at

suitable places.

In general, the cooling units should not be in-

stalled in front of, or close to door openings, as moist

warm.air will be drawn directly into the unit each time

the door is opened, causing excessive frost, loss of

refrigeration capacity and load.

In the large space of regular shape requiringpmore

than one cooling unit, the same care in locating the

units in relation to the doors must be observed. “With a

door at the end of a side wall in a common vestibule for

all the three storage rooms, care should be taken not to

place the units back to back in the center of the space;

but side wall location as shown in the room.layout in Fig.

13 is to be preferred, so that they blow across the width

of the rOMe
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Steekigg.Arrangement

Lines are ordinarily painted on the floor of the

storage rooms to indicate the spaces for placing rows of

boxes and to facilitate even stacking. Stacking packages

in contact with outside walls or floors should be avoided,

as there is some heat through conduction on hot summer

days that affects the temperature of the product in out-

side or bottom.packages. When crates are being stacked,

spacing between the walls and the packages may be in-

sured by using side rails or by fastening wooden tri-

angular planks to the floor around the walls of the room.

A space of about 6 inches allround would not only safe-

guard against the outside heat conduction but would also

provide passage for convection currents for cooled air..

Number of crates, each carrying 80 lbs. of potatoes,

in a room of 33 tons storage capacity is

220 I 2000 = 8250

and piling 10 tiers deep'would give 825 crates occupying

floor space. Taking consideration of all the factors for

good spacing, location of unit coolers and leaving 6 ft.

aisles, the stacking arrangement of 825 boxes‘would be

as shown in Fig. 13. It will be noted that the total

number of crates on the floor area are 6 x 25 +' 2 x it

x:20-+ 6 x 20 = 830 which is more than.what is required.

Building_Layggt

The rectangular space 9 ft. x 8 ft. on right hand
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bottom.corner of the Fig. forms one-fourth part of a

common vestibule or antiroom 16 ft. x 1h ft. inside

dimensions with h refrigerator doors h ft. x 6-1/2 ft.

Opening outwards shown in tentative single line building

layout in fig. 1h. The building layout is prepared to

give surface area of walls, ceilings and floor for finding

refrigeration load due to heat leakage. Single story

building is preferred due to ease of handling and be-

cause ground space is not a big consideration in average

sized town.

B. Design.Data for Best Gain Estimate

,Design Room.Conditigg§

The design temperature and humidity and the maxi-

mum storage period has already been decided upon in the

previous discussion on physiological changes and optimum

conditions of storage. They are:

Temperature for first 3 to 5 months 9 38°F.

" pulled down for longer storage to 36°F

Range of Humidity - 85 to 90%

Period of Storage - 5 to 7 months

Room humidity for seed potato storage is quite im-

portant and must be maintained within the permissible

range. Further, maximum air motion in the rooms may be

150 fpm. This is the recommended velocity of air in the

product zone and is based on experience and Judgment.
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This may be exceeded during the chilling process to pro-

mote rapid temperature reduction.

Outside Conditions

During loading period--middle of April to middle

of May--average monthly temperatures prevailing in

northern India as collected from the Report on Metrology

of India (See table in Section III C. of the manuscript)

is about 85°F. Dry-Bulb and about 68°F. wet-bulb. 'Wind

velocity will not affect the storage conditions as doors

are well within the building with a vestibule and the

walls are properly insulated against leaks. The soil

temperature in tropics during summer may be taken 75°F.

The mean maximum temperature during the month may occur

at afternoons and is about 98° . and minimum mean

occurring in early mornings is about 72°F.

Heat Transfer of Wang, Ceilings, etc.

Compositions of walls, ceilings, etc., has al-

ready been discussed in Section III C. The values of

overall coefficients of heat transfer found are:

Outside Walls: U = 0.065 Btu/hr./sq.ft./deg.l‘.

Roof: U I 0.056 "

Floor: U = 0.066 "

Combined Chilling and Holding

This storage problem is a case of combined chilling

and holding product. That is, after product is chilled,it
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is held in the same room.for storage for extended periods.

Such a procedure makes it necessary to use the same dif-

fuser for chilling and storage simultaneously.

Daily fluctuations in room.temperature through a

relatively wide range must be extected during loading

and accepted. But experience has shown that fruits and

vegetables such as apples, pears, potatoes and like are

not sensitive to these fluctuations and can be handled

in combined chilling and storage rooms without harmful

effects to the product. This is so because the loading-

in period is of relatively short duration, and the

quantity of product in storage becomes an ever increasing

amount, producing a flywheel effect that permits little

or no disturbance to room.and product temperature. Large

sized rooms also have favorable effect on combined

chilling and storage.

_P:roduct Loading

Leading-in will take place. during the main har-

vesting of seed potatoes, from the middle of April until

the middle of may or 30 days. The average loading rate

for the product for all the rooms would be:

1000 x 2000 _

x 0

mximum leading rate may occur on certain days. But in

833 crates per day

order to have uniform.refrigeration load during chilling,

the manager of the plant should see that leading fluctua-

tions are not too great which.may necessitate installing
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a larger refrigerating system.in proportion to the load

factor. ,Any’day to day fluctuations will even out by

themselves and will not tax the plant which may be de-

signed for average loading requirements.

Initial Product Tempgrature

The actual initial product temperature should be

determined by survey. Considering, however, that the

product'will be brought in during morning hours of.April

and may, when the temperatures are not so high, the aver-

age initial product and crate temperatures may both be

taken as 75°F., which is a little over mean minimum

temperature of the month.

In case loading time is irregular and very fre-

quently the product is brought in at much higher temp-

eratures of, say, 90°F., precooling must be resorted to

in a separate room, where there is sufficient spreading

space and suitable racks for precooling every day's stock

for 2h hours before storing the product in the cold

stores the next day.

Chillipg Time

The product heat must be removed as quickly as

possible before next loading so as to minimize loss 30f

moisture and heat of respiration and perspiration. For

potatoes, chilling time for daily load may be taken as

twenty hours. ,Any slight lead fluctuations would not

affect the daily refrigeration capacity and the chilling

can be accomplished within the 2A hours of that day.
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500m Temperature during Loadig

The room temperature should be maintained at the

recommended design value before the hot goods are loaded.

Since the product is loaded during morning hours when

insulation heat gain is low, there is not much likelihood

of room peak temperatures going up very much during peak

loads. If the fluctuations are too great the average

room temperature during loading should be the temperature

recommended. Further, temperature split of air temperature

in different parts of room should not be too great, say

within 8 deg. F. during loading.

Chillipg Rate Fetter

Chilling rate factor is generally introduced in

the calculation for product cooling load to recognize

the unequal distribution of the load during the entire

chilling time of the day. Because of the initial high

temperature difference and high vapor pressure dif-

ference between the product and the room air, the load

tends to concentrate in the early part of the day.

The chilling rate factors are generally based on

experience and on test and will vary with‘ - the ratio

of loading time to total chilling time. If it is

assumed that the cooling rate during the first half of

the chilling period for potatoes is 25 percent greater

than the average rate for the entire period of the day,

the refrigeration load for the product cooling required
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during the first half of the chilling period would be

1.25 times the average load based on average rate of

cooling. Chilling rate factor is generally taken as the

reciprocal of 1.25, that is it will be 0.8 for potatoes.

‘gpecific heat of Potatoes

Specific heat of the potatoes in the temperature

range of 75° to 350 will be required for finding the

field heat of the product to be removed. Different

sources give different values of this coefficient.

Following are some:

Carrier (6): c I 0.860

ASHE Date Book (2): c 8 0.770

Veneman (#2): c = 0.792

Average value will be about 0.81.

If amount of water in fruits or vegetables is

given as x percent and the rest is solids with specific

heat of 0.2, the specific heat of commodity would be

155—+0.2(1--§55): 9% + 0.2

For potatoes, average amount of water has been

found (2) to be 77.8 percent. ,Substituting,'we get

c = 0.822.

Figures found from.the sources are so divergent

that the average of them, viz. 0.81 would only be

satisfactory.
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0. Heat Load During Loading

Spurces of Heat Gains

For calculating the heat gains for refrigeration,

all of the heat sources must be taken either fairly

accurately or by some simplified method. The sources of

heat in combined chilling and storage rooms will have to

be considered separately for refrigeration load during

loading and during storage period. The requirements of

machinery and pipe sizes will depend on peak loads which

‘will occur during loading season. Hence'we shall first

consider heat sources during loading. They are:

(l) Ebat due to Insulation

(a) Sunlight gain, (b) Transmission gain.

'(2) Infiltration through door.

(3) Internal Heat

(a) Product field heat, (b) Reaction heat or

heat of respiration, (c) People, (d) Fans,

(e) Lights

Sensible and Latent Heats

The above heat gains are again classified as

sensible heat gain, which contributes to the rise of

temperature of air from cooling coils, and the latent heat

gain, which adds to the moisture content of the air due

to evaporation of water from.the product inside or by

infiltration. Item (1) above is purely a source of

sensible heat gain. Item (2) is partly sensible and
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partly latent heat gain depending on the temperature and

moisture content of outside air. Items 3 (b) and (c)

‘would consist of both sensible and latent heats of the

product and persons working, and the rest is all sensible

heat.

Heat due to Insulation

For estimating this refrigeration load for cold

storage rooms, fundamentally the 2b hour average temp-

erature should be used (9) instead of the normal design

dry bulb temperature used in air conditioning Jobs,

which is about 10°F higher than this average. Daily

average temperature for the months of April and may

he‘s: been taken as 85°F dry bulb. This dry bulb temp-

erature would be used for transmission gain through

shaded walls. For open walls, 10°F higher would be

assumed to allow for sun‘s radiation on masonry walls

of fairly dark color. For flat roof'without attic

or peaked roof with attic unventilated concrete con-

struction of dark color, 30°F will be added to the

daily average for sunlight gain.

Hence, looking to the building layout drawn

in the earlier part of this section,'we have the

following:
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Sunlight gain:

walls on East or‘West

135 x 16 x (95 - 38) x 0.065 3 8000 Btu/hr.

Roof

B/h x lhh x 90 x (115 - 38) x 0.056 = #2000 "

Transmdssion gain:

Shaded walls, north and south

2 x lhh x 16 x (85 - 38) x 0.065 = lthO "

Shadded wall,‘West of Room.C

#5 x 16 x (85 - 38) x 0.065 = 2200 "

, Floor

B/h x lhh x 90 x (75 - 38) x 0.066 = 22000 "

Total insulation gain = 88300 "

Door Infiltration

For long storage warehouse with rooms protected

by a vestibule through each 3 ft. swinging door, and

assuming outdoor temperatures 9590.3. and 789l.B.,

relative humidity in the room.85% and conditions in

the vestibule as h0°D.B. and 75% relative humidity,'

infiltration figures are as follows (8):

Cfm of Air infiltration 12.

Sensible heat in Btu/hr. 850.

Latent heat " " 530.

For h ft. door width, these figures will be 16

cfm., 1133 Btu/hr. and 700 Btu/hr. respectively.

For all the three rooms:
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Infiltration sensible heat = 3h00 Btu/hr.

” latent " = 2100 "

Product Load

Product heat load consists of both (a) product

field heat and (b) heat of respiration. It is difficult

to determine this heat to be removed in cooling the

product as it depends on.many varying factors like

weight of the product loaded or lying already in the

storage, the rate of cooling, specific heat of the

product, its initial and final temperatures t1 and t2,

and also rate at which it produces heat by respiration.

This total product load will be maximum on the last

loading day of the season, as not only product of

last day will be giving out its field heat and its heat

of respiration at the prevailing temperature, but also

the product already cooled down will be generating its

heat of respiration at the rate corresponding to the

temperature of storage. Hence heat load calculations

will be done for the last day of the loading period.

Field Heat

The product field heat is given by the formula

W'x C x (t1 - t2)

2

T x I. F.

‘where, W'is the average loading rate of product in lbs.

per day and is 833 x 80 lbs;
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C is the specific heat of commodity in the

temperature range, = 0.81;

(tl - t2) is the temperature difference of the

product before and after cooling and is (75 - 38)

3 37 deg. F.;

T is the chilling time = 20 hrs.;

and Load Factor (1.3.) is found to be 0.8.-

Hence, field heat : 833 x 80 x 0.81 x 32

0 x .

= l2h,700 Btu/hr.

It is highly improbable that on the last day of

the loading period the rate of loading product will be

anything higher than the average, and hence the value

of W taken is quite safe value.

Since wooden containers also cool down from 75°

to 38°F. and their specific heat may be assumed to be

0.5, the heat load for contdiners would be

: W83x 18:0: I : 9600 Btu/hr.

Reaction Heat

Reaction heat or heat due to respiration of

product would consist of heat due to product which is

already cooled down to a temperature of about 38°F and

for the product stored on the last day for temperature

range of 75° to 38° F. The rate of heat evolution due

to respiration increases with the product temperature.
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Hence, although it would be easy to find the heat of

respiration for the product cooled down to a constant

temperature 38°F., the same is not true for fresh pro-

duct, as the cooling requires time during which heat by

respiration varies. Hence, average value of the rate

should be taken.

The figures have been obtained on heat of respir-

ation for Irish Cobbler variety by R. C. Wright and T.

M; Whiteman (3h) which are as follows:

 

Temperature, Rate of Heat of Respiration

Deg. F. (Btu.per ten per 2h hrs.)

(Range, gAyerage

32 440 - 880 600

to 1100 - 1760 1300

70 2200 - 3520 2800

.Assumption.may be made, although it is known

to be approximately correct, that the rate of temper-

ature drop at any time during cooling is preportional

to the difference between room temperature and product

temperature at that time. as a result it will be found

that heat produced by respiration during cooling is

directly proportional to the length of the cooling

period.

Taking average values of rate of heat h for the

temperatures t, the equation of the graph could be

found to be 3

h = -80.75t + b.28t2 - 0.036tt .
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From this equation, the rate of heat generation

at 38° . would be found to be 1128 Btu. per Ton per

day, or 33.8 Btu. per bushel per day.

Also, average rate for temperature range 75° to

38°F. would be

75

fl/ h dt, where h as above value;

38

2180 Btu. per Ton per day.

= 65 Btu. per bushel per day.

Since 33 Tons are loaded daily, the total re-

action heat on the last day

- LIOOO - 33) x 1128 + 33 x 2180w 2h

' 1.8500 Btu./h.r.

Heat due to People

If 2 persons are working in each room at a time

during day and each gives off 610 Btu/hr. sensible

heat and 110 Btu/hr. latent heat per hr., total for all

the rooms would be

sensible heat " 3700 Btu/hr.

latent " I 700 "

Fans

Total fan H.P. of the room coolers working con-

tinuously for 2h hours may be taken as a ”guess" on the

basis of about 30 Tons refrigeration load, as the sizes

of the units are not known at this stage. This figure
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can be rechecked and corrected, if necessary, upon

equipment selection. Taking total fan motors H.P. to

be 10 and assuming 88 percent motor efficiency for

finding out input, the sensible heat load due to Fans

would be

10 g 2 = 29000 Btu/hr.

Lights

Electric lights in cold storage are usually placed

at the rate of one watt per sq. ft. of floor area. A

watt would generate 3.1+ Btu/hr. If the storage rooms

are lighted for 10 hrs. during the day, the sensible heat

load due to lights for all the three rooms would be

3 3 x 70 x #3 x 3.1. x £- = 12,500 Btu/hr.

Sub-Totals

From the computations done so far, we find that

total sensible heat becomes:

Insulation heat 88300 Btu/hr.

Door infiltration 3h00 "

Field £68.12 (Product) 121.700 "

Field Heat (Containers) 9600 "

Reaction Heat 1.8500 "

People 3700 "

Fans 29000 "

Lights 12500 "
 

Sensible heat - Sub-total 319700 "
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A safety factor, depending on the accuracy of

the various items making up the load and the accuracy

of the information on building layout, but never ex-

ceeding 10 percent, is usually added to this sensible

heat subtotal, as it is a big item, Adding 5 percent

in this case, sensible heat total will be 3 335700 Btu/hr.

Latent heat due to air infiltration and persons

has been found and is = 2100 + 700 = 2800 Btu/hr.

Product Latent Heat or Heat of Perspiration

Now, the total product load given.under sensible

heat total includes the heat required for evaporation

of moisture given out by the product. During product

chilling, moisture is released from.sll fruits and

vegetables, and this release is highest at the beginning

of the chilling duration due to large vapor pressure

difference between the fresh product and the room

air, when the product internal temperature is high;

hence chilling rate factor will apply to the freshly

loaded product. However, moisture release continues

even after the product is chilled. 'While value of latent

heat load for cooled product at 36°F. is given as 0.5

Btu. per lb. per 2h hrs. (6), the data for fresh potato

stock during chilling time is not available. Comparing

the commodity with others of similar behavior, such as,

beets, carrots, for which such data is available, it would
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be reasonable to assume the product latent heat of 15

Btu. per 1b. of potatoes for entire chilling time, i.e.

20 hours.

Since on the last day of the loading period,

33.3 tons of fresh product undergo cooling and give

out moisture with absorption of latent heat at 15

Btu/lb/ZO hrs. the rest (1000 - 33.3) tons have al-

ready cooled dcwn and give out moisture only slightly,

i.e. with latent heat load of 0.5 Btu/lb/2l. hrs.

Therefore total latent heat load required

=W+ 2000 x 11000 - 33.3): 0.:
x . 71.

: 102500 Btu/hr.

Now, this moisture gain from product is credited

 

to the total product load to find.‘ the net room sensible

heat load. The reason is as under:

'The calculation of the product heat load in-

dicates the total heat removed in chilling the product

from its initial to the final state. However, since

the chilling process for exposed product is accompanied

by moisture release, the evaporation of this moisture

from the product surface chills the product also. The

chilling effect is exactly equivalent to the latent heat

gain to the room, which therefore becomes a credit to

obtain the net sensible product cooling load on the

refrigeration system.
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Grand Total Heat andgggggible Ebat Factor

Deducting this latent heat load from.the room

sensible heat sub-total, we get

Net Room.Sensib1e Heat = 3197000 - 1025.00

232200 Btu/hr.

And adding this latent heat to that already found

for other sources, we get

Room.latent Heat 2800 4- 102500

105300 Btu/hr.

Therefore Grand Total Heat (G.T.H.)

= 233200 4- 105300

= 238200 Btu/hr.

: 28.2 Tons.

Sensible Heat Factor (S.H.F). : Net ROOM 3311811319 Heat

Grand TotaIfiHeat

: 2§3200

3

= 0.688

 

D. Heat Load during Storage

Sources of Heat Gain

Let us consider the same sources of heat gain

during storage from.Msy - Oct, viz:

(1) Heat due to Insulation

'(2) Infiltration

(3) Internal Heat
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Heat due to Insulation will remain, but may vary

slightly due to variation in outside air temperature

during the summer months. We may, take it to be the

same as during loading, as temperature variations are

not too great.

Infiltration lose my remit but will be con-

siderably reduced due to less service factor due to

lesser use of the storage rooms. We may take it to

be half the previous value, i.e. sensible heat 1700

Btu/hr. and latent heat 1000 Btu/hr.

Among the various sources of internal heat,

product and containers' field heat will completely

vanish. Reaction heat will be for the product already

cooled down to 38°F. and hence will be

1000 x 1128
2h = #7000 Btu/hr.

Fans H.P. will be the same as they will continue

to run for 21. hours, hence will give the same sensible

heat load. But persons working may not remain so long

in the rooms during storage and lights will not be on

for all the hours of the day. These heat values may

also be taken half the previous ones, i.e. sensible

heat due to persons to be 1800 Btu/hr. and latent heat

to be 300 Btu/hr, and sensible heat due to lights to

be 6300 Btu/hr .
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ggb-Totalg

The above values for sensible heat gain may be

added as follows:

Insulation.Heat 88300 Btu/hr.

Door infiltration 1700 "

Reaction Heat #7000 "

Peeple 1800 "

Fans 29000 "

Lights 6300 "

Sensible Heat Sub-total 170100 "

Adding 5 percent as before as a safety factor,

‘we get sensible heat total as 182800 Btu/hr.

‘ggoduct Latent Heat

During storage, all the 1000 tons of seed po-

tatoes are at temperature of 38°F. and give out only

slight moisture, which takes 0.5 Btu/lb./2L hrs. of

latent heat for evaporation. Hence product latent

heat will be

1000 I 2000 I 015
2b 8 h1700 Btu/hf.

GOTOHO and SOHOF.

Deducting this latent heat from.room sensible heat

total, as before, we get

net Room.Sensible Heat ' 182800 - 41700

1&1100 Btu/hr.
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And adding this latent heat to that for other

sources, Room latent Heat 3 1000 + 300 + #1700

Z M Btu/hr.

There, Grand Total Heat (G.1’..H.)

2 lhllOO + #3000

180100 Btu/hr.

11.25 Tons .

Sensible Heat Factor (S.H.F.)

- 11+1100

' 131500

= 0.261 .



V. REFRIGERANTS AND REFRIGERATING-SYSTEMC

A. Primary Refrigerant

Preliminary

'We have seen that the total maximum.room.re-

frigeration load for loading season is 28.2 Tons.

The refrigeration system will be installed to do this

maximum.Job at certain time during its entire period

of operation and hence should be of this capacity.

But the cold-storage installation is combined

chilling and storage process. During storage the

refrigeration load is considerably reduced; and as

found in the preceding section is only 15.33 Tons,

a little over one half the original value. Hence, we

shall have to run the system.at reduced capacity. For

capacity control, multi-ccmpressors' system may be

employed with three compressors, so that during storage,

two of the compressors may work at reduced capacity re-

quired by rooms load and the third compressor may lie

as a standby. But, as already suggested, the economical

'way is to run an ice plant of sufficient capacity simul-

taneously during holding season, i.e. during may to

October, when there is heavy demand for the ice in India.

.As the complete installation is to run only during the

summer until the next planting of seed potatoes (unless
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cold-storage is utilized for other commodities and run

all the year round), the major repairs or overhauling

of the plant can be done during the winter months, as

is usually the case in all seasonal factories. Any

temporary trouble in one of the compressors during the

running of the plant in summer may only halt the manu-

facture of ice for some days. The cold storage rooms

can still very safely be maintained at desirable temp-

erature conditions throughout the storage period, as

it is highly improbable that more than one machine may

go out of order at a time. Being a small plant it is

not necessary to have a compressor always as a standby.

General Properties of Refrigerants

The choice of primary refrigerant for the system.‘

depends on its physical and thermodynamical properties,

so that the system may give efficient and trouble-free

service. These pr0perties involving numerical values

are tabulated in the accompanying table for more common

refrigerants. In a ddition to the above physical proper-

ties, the refrigerant should be inert and stable during

the working range, non-corrosive, non-toxic and non-

irritant. For good heat transfer in refrigeration equip-

ment, it should have high thermal conductivity and high

film.coefficient of heat transfer. It should not mix

considerably with oil. It should be easily detected in

rcase of leaks and lastly, it should not have properties

injurious to goods, foods, etc., stored.



 

PROPERTIES OF COMMON REFRIGERANTS

(Standard Ton Conditions)

 

 

 

Ammonia Freon-12 Menthyl- Sulpher Carbon

Chloride Dioxide Dioxide

Physical:

(1) Boiling Point (Sea Level) -28.0 ~21.7 -10.7 10.0 -108.0

deg.F.

(2) Freezing Point, deg.F. -107.86 -252.0 -100 ~98.9 -69.9

(3) Critical Pressure,psi.abs. 1651 601 600 1101.5 1069.9

(0) Critical Temperature,deg.F. 271.2 233.7 021.0 310.8 87.8 ‘3

o

(5) Sp.Gr.of Liquid at H.P. 0.680 1.08 1.00 1.357 1.56 ‘

(6) Density of Vapor at 5°F., 0.1227 0.6735 0.22 0.1557 3.70

lbs/cu.ft.

(7) Sp.Heat of Liquid, 3° - 1.12 0.23 0.38 0.30 0.77

86 F.Aver.

ThermodynamiCal:

(8) Suction Pressure at 5°F., 30.27 26.51 20.9 11.81 331.9

psi.abs.

(9) Discharge " at 86°F., 169.2 107.9 96.0 66.5 1003.0

psi.abs.

(10) Temp.of Compression,or. 222.? 100.0 165.5 202.9 176.1

(11} Refrg.Effect, Btu/16. 070.05 51.07 108.7 101.37 56.69

(l2)Pbunds Ref.per min.per ton 0.0216 3.916 1.305 1.010 3.528

(13) Theast.l H.P. per ton 0.988 0.997 0.97 0.966 1.98

(10) Coeff. of Performance‘ 0.77 0.72 0.9 0.87 2.0

(15} Cu.in.of liq.ref.per min. 19.6 83.9 01.7 28.9 162.8

per ton

(l6) Cfm Pist.on Diaplacement- 3.036 5.815 6.091 9.080 0.903

gper ton
 

Source: ASHE Refrigerating Data Book; Kinetics Chemicals, Inc.,

and other publications.
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Choice of Refrigerant

In cold storage application, physical properties

of refrigerant like non-toxity, non-irritant properties,

etc., are of minor importance, as the space refrigerated

is not normally inhabited by persons. Only physical

factor of considerable importance is that refrigerant

should not have injurious effect on product stored, if

by chance any leak occurs. From that point of view

ammonia is not permitted in direct expansion system.for

storage of fruits and vegetables such as potatoes.

Thermodynamical properties are of primary consideration

in cold-storage, as they determine the thermal efficiency

of the system.for economical running.

It will be observed in the table for properties

of refrigerants that, with the exception of carbon

dioxide, all the refrigerants have almost the same

coefficient of performance or refrigeration capacity

per theoretical indicated HeP. Hence it is immaterial

‘which of those refrigerants is employed, provided its

‘use is consistent with other factors involved in a

particular installation. One of the most important

of these factors to be considered, particularly in

larger installations, is the piston displacement per

ton of refrigeration capacity; This should be appreciably

low so that small compressing units should do a given

Job. For that reason, Freon refrigerating units are
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omployed to a maximum of about 25 ton refrigerating

systems. Beyond that Ammonia systems are invariably

used.

The second most important factor is the working

pressures range of compressor units for different re-

frigerants. From this point of view, carbon dioxide

is easily rejected which cperates on very high pressures

and would require very heavy and cumbersome machinery.

Freon-12, methylchloride and Sulpher Dioxide have very

low operating pressures and could afford to have very

light machinery. If we choose Freon-12 as the possible

refrigerant for average Jobs from these three refrig-

erants (being also non-toxic, non-irritant and non-

explosive), we can run the refrigerating equipment at

low pressure and with possible high piston speeds to

the extent of say 500 ft./minute or main shaft speed

of 1500 rpm. with forced feed lubrication. This

would considerably reduce the size of the compressors

required. But, although.higher speed may give higher

refrigeration capacity in almost the same proportion,

it is cause for compressor life to reduce in the in-

verse proportion. Hence, low operating pressures do

not have very much advantage except from.the point of

view of initial cost and frictional losses which will

reduce the running cost. Hence, in larger installations,
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as explained, piston displacement per ton rather than

low Operating pressures is given prior consideration.

Ammonia works at higher operating pressures, but these

pressures are quite tolerable to run the plant without

much losses. However, the running speed usually does

not exceed 500 rpm.

New, ammonia, as already stated, has strong

objection to its use in cold storages with direct ex-

pansion systems. Ammonia is not safe from.contamdn-

sting the product and causing damage in case of a

leak. Hence, if ammonia must be used for refrigerating

system, the latter should run with indirect brine

system, The cold storage plant for seed potatoes

under consideration is of about 30 tons capacity. It

is therefore a border case between whether ammonia or

Freon-12 may be used as a refrigerant.

many food storage installations and Farm.storages

of similar capacity in the U.S.A. actually work on

Freon-12 because of the latter being adopted to more‘

convenient and efficient direct expansion system.and

further because Freon-12 system can easily be operated

with controls automatically. But in India, there are

other considerations which require ammonia to be more

suitable and desirable refrigerant in the installation

under discussion. These considerations are numberated

below:
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(l).As already decided, ice plant will be oper-

ated during storage or holding period for which in-

direct brine system for freezing ice is essentially

needed. Ice plant will work during the hot summer

months when demand for ice is very pressing. Though

brine system of refrigeration is costly both from the

point of view of initial extra expenditure and running

efficiency (as two heat transfers are involved--one

from refrigerant to brine, the other from.brine to

refrigerated space with resulting heat loss and low

refrigerant temperature), but the running of the ice

plant in combination with cold storage Job will make

the whole installation profitable. Hence, ammonia

refrigeration with indirect Brine system.both for

cold storage space and ice plant will be desirable.

(2) Freon-12 is available in India through

imports from.U;S.A. Hence, its supply is not always

guaranteed and cannot always be relied upon. During

the last war, Freon used to be imported infindia under

lend-lease arrangement and distributed only through

recognized dealers to essential end-users classifiied

in certain categories depending upon a system.of

essentiality and priority. It is highly improbable

that the manufacture of ice would be classified an

essential service, hence, during storage, limited

supply of Freon-12 would be available for cold storage
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only and the ice plant may remain stopped, if such

exigencies occur. Temporary sWitching over to methyl

Chloride for systems designed for F-12 is permitted

but not recommended. To run such a plant on methyl

Chloride for several years is certainly not desirable.

(3) Ammonia is easily available in India at

much cheaper rates. Ammonia is also well adapted

for ice plants.

(A) With ammonia as primary refrigerant and

indirect Urine system, the temperature of the re-

frigerating space is generally more easily controlled.

It may also even out slight load fluctuations between

the refrigerated space and ice tank.

Hence, ammonia is chosen for the present appli-

cation. It will be self-contained in one room by

using indirect brine system.and with prOper isolation

of the compressor room.from.the refrigerated space.

'ggoperties of Ammonia

Ammonia (N H3) is colorless, has sharp pungent

odor and an alkaline taste. It has a specific gravity

of 0.6382 at 32°F., boils at -28°F. at atmospheric

pressure and solidifies to a white crystalline mass

at -107.8°F. Gas is commercially available in steel

cylinders containing 25, 50, 100 or 150 lbs. net, into

which It has been compressed and liquified. Some

physical and thermodynamic prOperties of anhydrous
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ammonia are already given, and further data are given

in national Bureau of Standards circular 102.

Ammonia is explosive in pr0portions 13.1 to

26.77 percent in air. At ordinary temperatures and

pressures ammonia is stable; however, exposure to

temperatures of 0000 to 5OOOF., such as can result

from.lack of cooling water in the condenser and the

compressor heads, may cause some breaking down or

decomposition.

Heist Ammonia, being a strong alkali, will

attack copper, brass, zinc and aluminum, Iron, steel

and lead are the metals normally used in contact with

it. Ammonia is very soluble in water. This prOperty

is utilized in the event of bad ammonia leak; it is

possible to absorb the gas and prevent severe damage,

if a stream of water can be trained on the leak.

Ammonia is not poisonous; it is, however, a

powerful irritant upon the mucous:membranes and any

part of the skin which happens to be moist. The chart

below indicates the physiological response to inhaling

various concentrations of ammonia in air (18):

Parts per Million

 

,__pyfivolume

Least detectabhe odor 53

Least amount causing immediate irritation

‘ to eye 698

” ” " " irritation

to throat 008
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(Ccntinued) Parts per Million

p1 volume

Least amount causing coughing 1720

Maximum concentration allowable for

prolonged exposure 100

Maximum.concentration allowable for short

' exposure (1/2 to 1 hr.) 300 - 500

Dangerous for even short exposures (1/2 hr.) 2500 - 0500

Rapidly fatal for short exposure 5000 - 10000

It is a fortunate thing that ammonia has a

pungent odor. For this reason there is no possibility

of a worker unknowingly exposing himself to dangerously

high concentrations. Ammonia in small concentration

acts as a powerful heart stimulant.

The cost of ammonia is low. Its dangers, which

are only confined to compressor room in an indirect

system, can be minimized by careful attention to main-

tainance and repair and by safeguarding against accidents.

Ammonia leaks are easily detected by the odor.

Practical tests to locate the exact source of leaks may

be conducted by the use of ammonia sensitive (phenol

phthalein.impregnated) paper, or sulphur-impregnated

stick or cotton cord. White smoke is formed when leaks

are present. '

Ammonia Cylinders

Anhydorous ammonia is commercially available and
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generally shipped in steel cylinders containing norm-

ally 50, 100 or 150 lbs. net, and tested to withstand

a working pressure of at least 300 psi. Cylinders may

be filled to only 50% of the water capacity of the

cylinder. Fig. 15 indicates the construction of the

valve end of an anhydrous ammonia cylinder. ‘When the

dipper pipe is pointing down, as shown, the cylinder

will discharge liquid ammonia., If cylinder position

is reversed, the ammonia will be discharged as gas.

Amonia cylinders shoudl never be connected to

an.ammonia refrigerating system except when.the system

is being charged or drained.

11' it becomes necessary to withdraw ammonia from

a refrigerating system into cylinders, great care

should be taken to avoid overcharging such cylinders.

The safest plan to pursue is to limit the amount of

liquid which is withdrawn into the cylinders to:

 
 

Size of Cylinders Capacity in lbs.

7 ft. long x 12 in. die. 150

7 " " x 10 " ” 100

06 in. " x 10 " " 50

02 ” " x 10 " ” 00

28 " " x 10 " " 25

weigh the cylinders before and after filling. If

accidentally overfilled, allow excess to excape immed-

iately into water.
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'Where caps are provided on ammonia cylinders,

such caps should be carefully attached to the cylinders

when they are being returned. Ammonia cylinders should

be stored on their sides in a cool dry place.

B. Secondary Refrigerant

Brine

Brine, which serves as a secondary refrigerant

in indirect systems, is usually a solution of salt or

calcium.chloride in water. .A good brine for general

use should be non-corrosive, have a low freezing point,

be inexpensive, have high specific heat and be readily

available. No one brine is perfect in all the above

respects.

Sodium chloride or common salt is widely used

for brine for medium.temperatures. .It is relatively

inexpensive and is easily available in India. It is

not unduly corrosive if the solution is kept free from

excessive air and if the strength is kept up.

The heat absorbing properties and freezing points

of a brine depend largely on the concentration or

strength of solution. The prOperties of the sodium

Chloride brine within usual operating range are given

in the table below. It will be noted that a 20 percent

solution by weight has a specific gravity of 1.150,
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has 1.92 lbs. of salt per gallon of brine, a specific

heat of 0.813, and a freezing point of l.8°F.

 

% Pure Salo- Sp.Gr. Sp. weight Pounds Freezing

 

leer by' meter 59°F. Heat of one per point

Weight De . 59°F. gallon ga1.of deg. F.

59 e in 1b$e NaeCle

5 18.2 1.035 0.938 8.65 0oh32 27.0

10 37.2 1.072 0.888 8.95 0.895 20.0

15 56.8 1.111 0.807 9.28 1.392 12.0

'20 75.2 1.150 0.813 9.60 1.920 1.8

23 86.8 1.175 0.796 9.81 2.256 -6.0

(eutetticl
 

Source: ‘Yorszables and Data. Section 250-T.

Care of urine

Care of brine systems consists, first in keeping

them.at the proper strength so that they will not freeze.

Brine must be kept non-corrosive. Corrosion in brine

systems is usually caused by acidity which in turn is

caused by air absorption in the brine. .Air may enter

through leaky stuffing box or seal of brine pump or it

may enter readily if the brine is allowed to splash in

air due to agitation in ice tank, and when a brine

return pipe does not lead below the level of the brine

in the tank. .Acid brine should be neutralized by

adding limewater or caustic soda solution until the

proper pH is obtained-~usually between pH 7 and 8.
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Addition of certain materials to refrigerating

brine has been found to help materially in preventing

or minimizing corrosion. It has long been known that

chromates inhibit corrosion by brines. Sodium.chromate

is the best of the known corrosion retarders. Sodium.

bichromate also has a retarding effect and is usually

more conveniently obtainable. It is readily converted

to the chromate by dissolving it in water together

with suitable quantity of caustic soda.

Refrigerating brine occasionally is contaminated

with insoluble particles, either suspended in the brine

or settled in the bottom. Most of this sediment,

particularly in old brines, is composed of products of

corrosion such as iron rust and zinc salts. .A smaller

portion may have its origin in the use of mineralized

'water for making up the brine and in the small quantity

of insoluble matter originally present in the brine

medium. Various products have been recommended as

clarifying agents, but their use is questionable for,

insoluble matter does no harm.sc long as it stays sus-

pended, circulates with brine and does not retard heat

transfer. Clarification, which consists of adding

certain compound, precipitates in the brine, settles

:readily carrying suspended particles down with it. The

list result is more insoluble matter than was originally

lxresent. Hence, it is better to keep the insoluble
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matter in circulation and whatever settles down in brine

tank can be removed by withdrawing the brine and taking

out cans. Sediments in brine cooler can be removed by

emptying the cooler and overhauling the whole equipment.

It is usually within the first year or two after a new

plant is started in operation that sediment builds up

to troublesome proportions. After this initial deposit

of sludge is washed out, there is no further appreciable

accumulation.

C. Brine Circulating System

A brine system may be of the brine-circulating

type, the brine-storage type or the congealing tank type.

The first system carries a given amount of brine in cir-

culation under all loads, whereas in the latter two

types brine is either stored or congealed in a tank to

serve as a reserve for peak loads during the day, as

in dairy plants. In our refrigerating system, there are

no considerable peak loads in day to day running of the

:plant, we do not need the latter two brine systems and

Shall use the brine-circulation system.

With this system, brine in tanks or coolers is

reduced to the proper temperature by contact with direct

BXpansion coils, is then circulated by a pump through

c301.18 in cold storage rooms or the ice tank, where it
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picks up heat, and returns through continuous circuit

back to the tanks or coolers, which is again cooled by

oirect expansion coils and recirculated.

In addition to the equipment required with a

direct expansion system, the brine circulating outfit

requires a brine tank or cooler, a brine pump and

brine coils or other final heat exchanger, namely, brine

cold diffusers and ice tank. Therefore, as already

pointed out, there is an extra transfer of heat in-

volved, resulting in the necessity for ammonia com-

pressors to operate at a lower back pressure than in

the case of direct expansion. The heat equivalent of

the energy used in circulating the brine, as also

insulation loss of brine coolers, must also be added

to the net refrigerating effect needed. This also

makes the system less efficient.

This system stores no excess brine in the tank

or cooler, and when the circulating pump staps, the

cooling will cease except for that small amount stored

in the pipe coils, etc. The temperature of brine

usually rises 0° to 80F. in passing through a cold

room and about l/2°F. in ice tank (as ice tank contains

brine almost at the samé average temperature as the

fast circulating brine), and the final or leaving

temperature in case of cold storage rooms is 10° to

20°F. colder than that of the room. The compressors
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and complete equipment for cold storage rooms and ice

plant will be selected in the next chapter and the

temperatures of refrigerants (both.ammonia and brine)

and room prevailing will be discussed therein.



VI. COLD STORAGE PLANT AND EQUIPIIEEN’I‘

A. Unit Coolers or Cold Air Diffusers

Choice of Units

The application of room coolers requires an in-

timate knowledge of the principles underlying product

conditioning, the characteristics of perishable pro-

duct and relation of air conditions to the processing

and storage of that product. The selection requires

consideration of three major conditions to insure a

successful well engineered installation.

1. Physical adaptability of the equipment in

regard to installation and servicing comes first. This

involves a consideration of the type of cold diffuser,

floor mounted or suspended, the outlet velocity air

distribution characteristics with respect to the size

and shape of the room.and sensitivity of the product

to air motion. These considerations will allow the

choice of the general type of unit before actual capacity

figures are completed.

2. Thermal adaptability of the unit or units and

Jrefrigeration equipment to the loads and conditions to

the maintained. This involves the selection of the actual

‘ttnit size and refrigerant (brine) temperature to meet

TIhe specified sensible heat and latent heat loads and

31?00m conditions.
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3. Total installation cost with accessories. The

'wide variety of sizes and types of cold diffusers makes

it desirable to compare the installed cost of several

small units of one type against a fewer number or a

single large unit of another type. Either system.may

prove itself satisfactory and economical.

In.modern cold storage rooms of sufficient size,

floor mounted cold diffusers or unit space coolers--

blower type are invariably employed. They are come

paratively compact and self contained; and where more

than one room is cooled, greater control is possible

of temperature, etc. It can be brought and installed

easily. The first cost is also less as the factory

built units are of standard sizes produced in mass scale.

They are easily accessible for inspection and repair.

These coolers consist of cooling surfaces or

Brine coils, a motor driven fan or several fans on the

. same shaft, and directional outlets of different types.

The air is directed horizontally at velocity of about

1000 rpm, near the ceiling and above the product and

is well diffused throughout the space. The suction re-

turn for the air is placed at the floor level. For

medium temperatures experienced in potato storage, the

surfaces which are generally below 32° . are defrosted

by automatic shutdown in case the apparatus is required

to operate for less than 20 hours. For such duty, brine
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spray is not necessary as it adds to the operating cost

and frequent check on brine concentration of circulated

brine in the tank, though brine spray cold diffuser

would require less amount of cooling surface due to

high rate of heat transfer per unit area.

Considering both the size and shape of potato

storage rooms, too units per room will be desirable for

flexibility of operation and even distribution of air.

épparatus Dew Point

The rate of moisture deposited on cooling coils

as frost depends on the difference of vapor pressures

of room.air and coils and should balance the rate of

moisture given out by product and infiltered air-~in-

dicated by room.aensible heat factor, at any time. For

a given room temperature and a given sensible heat factor

there is a corresponding supply air temperature and

supply airmoisture content which will satisfy the room

cooling and dehumidifying requirements simultaneously

with a fixed air quantity. This air temperature and

moisture content are indicated by apparatus dew point

(ADP), which is the temperature on cent percent sat-

uration line of the air_psychrometric chart intersected

by the line drawn from.point representing Optimum.room

conditions and with a slope representing the S.H;F.

Taking the potato storage rooms to be at 38°F., with 85

percent humidity and having sensible heat factors of
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0.688 and 0.767 respectively during loading and storage,

the corresponding apparatus dew points will be 260 and

31°F. This means that during loading period, the brine

cooling coils should have surface temperature of 26°F.,

so that a given amount of air from.the troom'when cooled

down to this temperature will accomplish the required

refrigeration job with required dehumddification to take

care of the room.1atent heat. The cooling and de-

humidification lines for both chilling and storage

periods are shown in the accompanied pyschrometric

chart (Fig. 16).

Only one air quantity will satisfy this dual re-

quirement and any other air quantity will fail to absorb

both heat and moisture at the required rate. Heat and

moisture are originating within the air space or are

being transmitted into the space (see method of come

putation of total sensible and latent heat loads) at a

certain rate at the time for which estimate is made,

and it is the function of conditioned air introduced

into the space exactly to offset or balance these gains

at the room.aonditions to be maintained.

Bg:Pass Factor

Now,for more uniform temperature control in the

room, the difference of temperature of incoming and

outgoing air should be as low as possible. This narrow

temperature range or split during periods of maximum
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load, i.e. during loading may be 6 to 10 degrees and

not exceeding h degrees during storage.

If for proper cooling and dehumidification of

room.air apparatus dewpoint during loading is 26033

and if all the air through the cooling unit or units

is cooled to this temperature, the temperature range

of incoming and outgoing air will be 260 to about AOOF.

i.e. lho split which is too great. The only course to

avoid this split and bring it to about 89!. is to

by-pass a portion of hot air from.room.in the cold

diffuser and mix it with the remaining air cooled and

dehumidified to 26°F. saturated in such proportion that

resultant air mixture gives the desired temperature split.

For air mixture temperature to be about BAOF. and out-

going air temperature Of say hfi the split may beonly

7°F. and ratio of by pass air to cooled air as 1

38-26 = ..8...

Al - 3h 7

and, by-pass factor (B.P4F.) which is the ratio of by-

(See Fig. 16)

pass air to tOtal air circulated through the cooling

unit, will be

8
fl :- i—g— -- 0.55 approximately.

It will be noted that average air temperature in the

room.will be éthl 3h) = 37.50F. or very near to

the room.temperature desired.
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Runninngime

There are several considerations for determining

the number of hours per day that the coils may remain in

service circulating brine refrigerant. This may depend

on plant layout, adaptability of automatic control sys-

tem, size of the plant, defrosting, etc. Since automatic

control is more accurate and convenient in a small plant

like this, a very well trained engineer is not needed

for frequent hand adjustments. Further, intermittent

running of the brine will automatically defrost the coils

'when brine in pipes rises to room.temperature. For the

capacity of the plant in question, a 20 hours running

time seems to be the most practical approach. Hence,\

the apparatus for cooling air and all the condensing and

auxiliary equipment will be designed for higher capacity

in inverse proportion.to the running time. Since total

rooms load is 28.2 tons druing storage, the capacity of

each cooling unit or cold diffuser would be

28.2 g 102 : 5.6L Tons 3 67760 Btu/hr;

as there are 6 units in all the 3 potato storage rooms.

Cfm.Reguirements of Air

Amount of air cooled in direct contact with brine

coils in lbs. can be found by dividing the total re-

frigerating job in heat units accomplished by each unit

by the difference in enthalpy of the cooled air. Since

amount of cooling and dehumidications are both balanced
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with the room.conditions, this amount can be found by

merely taking the sensible heat per unit and dividing

it by degree of cooling accomplished in cooling coils.

To find out the total amount of air circulated through

the unit (which will include the by-pass air), by-pass

factor will be taken into account. Expressed in cfm,

the air quantity per unit will be

Sensible heat per unit in Btu/hr.

1.2 x (1 - BPF) X (ta - tADP)

(Where ta is the temp. of air entering and

Cfm

tADP is apparatus dew point)

@7750 x 0.688 =

1.2 x (1 - 0055y1(h1 ~26y’ 5770, say 6000

This would necessitate two fans each 3000 cfm

capacity Operated by a common shaft direct coupled motor

of about 1-1/2 H.P. running at 1h50 rpm.

Quality and Amount of Brine Circulated

The average temperature of brine circulated will

depend upon temperature difference of brine and the

cooled air for required amount of heat transfer Q, the

surface area A of the brine coils, the overall coefficient

of heat transfer "U" of the coils and factor for running

time N, as given by formula:

Q = AU'x log mtd x N

In designing the unit cooler, temperature difference

and approximate value of "U" are assumed and area of surface

found.
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Brine is also needed during storage season for

circulation through ice tank. ‘We may safely assume the

lowest brine temperature at any time during storage and

loading periods to be 15°F. Hence, brine concentration

should be such that its freezing point is at least 10°F.

below this lowest brine temperature to minimize the risk

of freezing of brine in the coils.

Taking 20 per cent concentration by weight of sodium

chloride (salt). 75.2 Salometer degrees at 59°F., the

freezing point will be 1.80F. with 9.6h lbs. per gallon

of solution and specific heat of 0.813 Btu per lb. per

deg. F.

Temperature rise of brine in passing through cold

rooms is usually ho to 80F. Assuldng allowable temperature

rise of 5°F., the weight of brine circulated in gpm ‘Wb

can be found from the formula:

Q 3'Wb x 9.6A 1 60 x (Sp.heat) x (temp.diff.) x N;

Since temp. difference is assumed to be 5°F.and N'=‘-%§ ,

- 6 00 x 1.2 -

wb ‘ EB'E;§%6L x o.§l3'§7§' ’ 28‘75 gpm'

The exact range of brine temperature will be com-

 

puted later with reference to the selection of brine

coolers, and depends on both unit cooler and brine cooler

design. These brine temperatures would also give the

log mean temp. difference (dt) of the air in contact with

coils and brine, which will give the surface area of the

coils for design purposes.
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Performance during Storage Season

During storage period, the refrigeration load on

the cold diffusers is a little more than half the maxi-

mum load, i.e. total of 15.3h tons or 30700 Btu/hr. per

each unit. The apparatus dew point is 31°F. If the cfm

of air discharged and B.P.F. per unit is the same (i.e.

fan is running at constant speed) the temperature of

room air tax going in the cooler can be found:

t - t P = Sensible heat load of unit

31' AD 1.2 x (1 - err) 11 em“

: 1h1000 x 1.2tCFactggfor runninggtime)» ; 90F.

1.2 x (1.055) x 5770 x 6

Temperature of leaving room air = 31-+ 9 = hOOF.

'with same H.P.F. = 0.55 Temp.of entering room.air ta

  

2

is given by:

t - t T - 31
a2 ADP 2 9,2 2 0.55

tal - tADP HO - 31

c

0r taz : 36 F0

Hence, average room.air temperature = £(tafh ta )

1 2

Z %(36-+ #0) = 38 °F., as it should be.

Allowing for the same brine temperature rise as

before i.e., 5°F., the brine circulation pump capacity

would be reduced. Hence, a suitable two-speed gear

should be applied to the pump to give the reduced gfim

capacity which will be

- 30290 x 1.2 -

' 60 x 9.64 x 0.813 xi? ' 15'5 gnm‘
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Air Mbtion in Product Zone

The importance of uniform air distribution to

every part of the product zone and permissible velocity

of air over the product must be recognized when selecting

floor mounted units and their outlets. The maximum

allowable air velocity over the product surface to pre-

vent excessive drying for potatoes, as recommended by

various authorities on potato storage, is 150 feet per

minute. It is important that the calculated average

velocities in the product zone do not exceed this

specified maximum, If the calculated or assumed air

velocity falls below the maximum.allowab1e velocity it

is of no consequence so long as the air distribution

throughout the storage space is uniform.and every portion

of the room is being reached by diffuser air. Such air

distribution is of vital importance in all cooler appli-

cations. Beamed ceilings, columns and methods of storing

product will often complicate the distribution problem. I

These and other variables make it impossible to lay down

exact rules as to allowable variation in air velocities.

Considering all of these factors, a theoretical value

of 100 fpm.may be taken for the product zone velocity,

though actual results must depend on Judgment being used

in the layout of outlets, adjustment of directional loures

or dampers, and obstructioniin the way. This velocity

can be safely maintained both during loading and storage
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period, without much drying effect on the product.

The total quantity of air movement in the space

can be found by multiplying this average product zone

velocity with the net effective room.cross section. The

net effective cross sectional area of the room.is the area

of room.taken at location of outlets of the cold diffuser

and served by that unit only and perpendicular to the

supply air stream.mu1tiplied by service factor depending

on the stacking arrangement and service conditions of the

storage. For long carrying warehouse with rooms having

sufficient aisle ways for truck loading, this service

factor may be assumed to be 0.5. Hence, net effective

cross sectional area for each unit

: 0.5 x % x 70 x 15 = 263 sq. ft.

Hence, total air motion in part of the room.aerved by

each cold diffuser 3 product zone velocity x net effective

100 x 263 3 26300 cfim.area

The quantity of air in room.is not that passing

through the cooling coils only, for additionally, there

is always set in motion a quantity of air many times in

excess of air handled by cooling unit. Since the cfm

discharge of each unit is about 6000, the ratio of total

air set in motion to the cfm discharge, which is called

velocity factor; is Egggg = h.h.

This velocity factor depends on the outlet velocity

of the unit cooler, as higher outlet velocity will set up
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large air currents. A fairly good relation between out-

let velocity and the velocity factor has been found by

experiments (8) and is given by the following table:

 
 

Outlet velocity ve1.factor Outlet velocity vel.factor

Liam. f.p.m.

700 3.u 1300 6.8

800 3.7 1h00 7.6

900 h.0 1500 8.h

1000 h.5 1600 9.2

1100 5.2 1700 10.2

1200 6.0 1800 11.2

From.this table, it can be found that when velocity

factor is h.h, the outlet air velocity from cold diffuser

'will be 1000 fpm. Hence, standards low velocity outlets,

such as shown in Fig. 17 can be designed to give this

air velocity.

Length of Throw

From.the view point of air distribution, wall lo-

cation of diffusers, as decided upon by us, is only per-

missible where the required "throw" of the air, which is

the distance across the units to which the cooled air can

be satisfactorily distributed, is within the maximum ob-

tainable with the given conditions. The length of throw

required depends upon the type and size of the room con-

struction and in case of present room.layout will be a
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little over 50 feet from the unit outlets. maximum

horizontal clear throw obtainable for standard low

velocity outlets with straight vane setting and various

outlet air velocities for rooms with flat ceilings and no

obstructions are given in the following table (10):

Outlet vel. in fpm. Approximate throw in ft.

500 55

1000 110

1500 160

Hence, since outlet velocity of cold diffusers has

been found out to be 1000 fpm, the obtainable air throw

of 110 feet is more than sufficient for the prevailing

room conditions of the potato cold storage. If the dis-

charge air strikes obstacles, such as beams, columns, etc.,

poor distribution will follow. The unit should accordingly

be located, and the air distributed, so as to avoid beams

and columns wherever possible. Since air discharged should

not directly hit the product but be distributed from.the

open space at the top, the air discharge outlets should

be at sufficient height above the floor.

B. Brine Coolers and Race System for Brine Tank

General Outline

'While discussing incoming and outgoing air tempera-

tures and temperature rise of brine through the cold diffusers,
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it was noted that during loading time the total refrig-

eration load was 28.2 tons and apparatus dewpoint 26°F.

Average brine temperature in the coils may be about 10°F.

below the apparatus dew point, i.e. about 15°F. and re-

frigerant temperature of say 50F. for a given area of

heat transfer.

During storage period the load is decreased to 15.3h

tons and apparatus dew point raised to 31°F. due to propor-

tionately less latent heat load. If the ammonia refriger-

ant temperature in a brine cooler, designed to do the

maximum.job during loading, is kept the same, viz. 50F.

(which is the same as that for ice tank for maximum.comw

pressoring efficiency) this brine cooler will be too large

to do the Job of nearly half the refrigeration load during

storage, particularly when temperature difference of brine

and air and brine and ammonia is going to be higher under

these conditions due to higher apparatus dew point. This

brine cooler for maximum.Job cannot be used during stor-

age period both for cooling rooms and for the ice tank,

as the brine temperatures needed for these two Jobs are

very different, as will be found later.

To otercome this difficulty, the best way is to

employ either (a) two brine coolers of suitable sizes--

one insulated and solely for the rooms and the other sub-

merged single-pas type in a race way of ice tank, or (b)

one insulated brine cooler as before and one vertiflow
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unit evaporator in a race way of ice tank. The capacities

and the surface areas should be such that during loading

period, both brine coolers or brine cooler and vertiflow

unit should supply brine at same temperature to the rooms

for maximum load conditions; but when storage season be-

gins and ice plant begins to Operate, the brine coolers

supply brine at suitable temperatures to cool rooms and

ice tank entirely independently. The submerged brine

cooler or vertiflow unit coils may be located in an ad-

Jacent trunk or tunnel, so that brine velocity in the

trunk may be boosted up around the coils or in the brine

cooler to achieve high rate of transfer. Further, it will

be convenient to circulate the brine from this end of the

ice tank to the room coils during loading season without

disturbing the mass of brine in the whole ice tank. During

storage season, this brine supply will be entirely shut

off to the rooms and brine will be made to circulate by

means of agitator within the tank at lower temperature

for the manufacture of ice alone.

During storage conditions, though brine tempera-

tures in the brine cooler and ice tank are different, it

is convenient to always maintain the same brine concen-

tration, i.e. giving freezing point of l.8°F., so that

immediate switch over from.loading conditions to storage

conditions is possible.
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Capacities and Efficiencies

Before we find out the various brine temperatures

and ammonia evaporating temperature to suit the above

conditions, let us find the refrigerating tonnage of the

two brine coolers or brine cooler and vertiflow race way

coil for these conditions. I

Brine cooler for room coils may be horizontally

placed on the skids with insulation all round or buried

in the ground to save insulation. But some insulation

losses are bound to scour. A 95 perjcent thermal effi-

ciency majy be taken to account for these losses, in-

cluding those inbrine lines. This loss also occurs in

the ice tank which will be taken care of later while

determining its capacity in tons of ice. As running

time of room coolers is 20 hours, the running time of

brine cooler and brine tank coils will also be the same

during the loading period. This is because brine will

circulate through them.only when it circulates through

rooms. Hence, total evaporating capacity of both brine

coolers or a brine cooler and vertiflow unit would be:

= 28.2 I 2h =
W 35 .6 tons.

Evaporating capacity of the insulated brine cooler

for rooms during storage only would be:

: 1 03“ I 102 : .4.63;..— 19 37 tons

Hence, evaporating capacity of submerged brine

cooler or vertiflow unit for ice making would be
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= 35.6 - 19.37 = 16.23 tons.

Coefficients of Heat Transfer

Shell and Tube brine coolers have high overall

coefficients of heat transfer or "U" value. The Air

Conditioning and Refrigerating thhinery.Association

have adopted "U" values for horizontal multipass shell

and tube (flooded) coolers using ammonia. The values

differ with brine velocities through coils, log mtd

and average brine temperature. For temperature dif-

ference of 10° to 15°F. and brine temperature varying

between 150 to 30°F. the "U" values vary between 80 and

100 in a region giving brine velocity range of 200 to

300 fpm. .An average value of 80 Btu per hr. per sq. ft.

of external surface per degree F. may be taken for this

purpose during loading and 100 during storage.

For submerged coils of modern design or submerged

brine cooler, both with flooded system, the same average

value of 80 Btu per hr. per sq. ft. per deg. F. may be

taken for average brine velocities of 100 fpm in the

ice tank during loading and 100 for higher velocity

during ice manufacture.

In ammonia flooded systems, I the static pressure

of liquid ammonia in the cylinder or submerged coils will

cause the upper layer of ammonia to boil at lower pressure

and hence, lower temperature than for lower portion. Brine
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inlet and outlet temperatures are also different. For

accuracy log mtd should be used in the formula

Qe = UA (dt), but since variation is not very great

an arithmetic mean temperature difference may be used

for design purposes.

Refrigerant Temperature

Ammonia evaporating temperature should be a few

degrees above the freezing point of brine so that sudden

fall in the room load or in ice tank may not cause brine

congealing in the pipes or in shell coolers. To avoid

'installing a back pressure valve at the cost of thermodyn-

amic efficiency on the ammonia line leading to insulated

brine cooler operating at higher brine temperature, let

ammonia evaporating temperature be the same throughout.

Temperature of brine for ice manufacture is generally

in the neighborhood of 15°F. Ammonia should be 5 to 8°

below this temperature. Hence, we choose ammonia

0

temperature of 7.5 F. for design purposes.

Brine Temperatures

Temperature of brine tb in the ice tank for the

manufacture of ice depends on freezing time of ice re-

quired in hours T and thickness of the ice block'w in

the following (29) relationship, based on data taken

from.modern ice tanks:

- 1 - m
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Temperature of brine varies between 12° to 18°F.

depending on different conditions. If it is desired to

freeze ice within 48 hours and ice cans have maximum

standard width of 11-1/2" at the tOp, the brine temper-

ature of 14°F. will be the most desirable as will be

clear from.the freezing time, which will be

2

.2 0 -

= 6 3x2 {Agihji " [+5 .6 III S 0

New, we have only to find the average brine temper-

ature during loading period t1 common to both brine

cooler and ice tank and during storage season tS for the

brine cooler only supplying brine to rooms. Surface area

of brine cooler or submerged coils in the ice tank is

given by expression A = —fi3%—a—-, where Qe is the

refrigerating effect or capacity of evaporators' coils

and dt the arithmetic mean temperature difference be-

tween ammonia and brine. "U” has been assumed to be

80 Btu per hr. per sq. ft. per deg. F. during loading

and 100 during storage for both evaporators. Equating

area required during loading period with total area

of both brine cooler and submerged coils or cooler during

storage period, we get

3.6 = 19.37 + 16.23

80 x (t1 - 7.5) 100 (1:8 - 7.5) 100 (It - 7(5)

or, 1A446 19.37g

t1 "' 705 ts “'3 7.5 + 2.5 (i)
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Again, for same room coolers Operating with same

cfm of air discharge, the "U" values for air cooling will

be the same. Hence, log mtd of brine in the room coils

and room air will be prOportional to the room.10ads for

loading and storage periods. (See Fig. 18 for finding

out the log mtd under loading and storage conditions).

i.e., w 10 . h
  

  

 

 

38.5 -tl ' 37.5 - t1 3 28.2 : 15.3h

108 28.5 _ t1 log 37.5 - ts

or: 37.5 - t 38.5 _ t

10g 8 = .
1 . (11

33°5 ' t3 0 736 x 10° 28.5 - t1 -—_————' )

To solve the simultaneous equations (1) and (ii)

for values of t1 and tS is not so easy. The best way

is to find the values when arithmetic rather than loga-

rithmic mtd is used for equation (ii), which will

become

3305 "' t1 - 3505 " ts

(ii)

23-2 15.3u ’

a3nd then applying trial and error method to solve the

 

 

original equations, this will give

t1 = 20.5°F. and ts : 28.5°F.

Hence, during loading, temperature of brine

entering 23°F., and temperature of brine leaving 18°F.;

and, during storage, temperature of brine entering 31°F.,

and temperature of brine leaving 26°F.
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Surface Areas _ _

Having found the average brine temperatures, it

is easy to find the effective surface area of the brine

coolers or vertiflow unit from.the formula:

A = __921311.

'0 x t

Surface area of insulated brine cooler =

01 £3 I 12000 ) = 111 sq. ft. or say, 115 sq.ft.

and, surface area of submerged cooler or vertiflow unit 3

16.23 I 12000 -
100 I (ll!- - 7.? "' 300 SQ. ft.

Total surface area 3 115 300 3 h15 sq.ft.

To verify this, find the surface area needed during

loading period, which will be

: 35.6 x 12000

W = “2 °r say “15 sq'ft'same as above

ASRE Standard Ratings

ASRE ratings are given under the conditions

specified in at least one of the following groups for

brine coolers.

 

Group Temp.of Temp.of Sat.Temp. Ambaient air

No. entering leavin of leaving Temp.

brine,°F. brineL . refr.nt.°F. F.

V 27 12 5 90

VI 2h 14 5 90

VII 21 16 5 90

VIII 1h 11 ' 5 9o
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Multipass brine cooler has capacity of

 

lfi-i _
19.37 x 28.5 _ 7.5 13 tons under group VI

Submerged brine cooler or race coil has

16.23 x 12.5 ‘45 18.5 tons under group VIII 

 

11+ - 705

or, 16.23 x 1i9_-7?5 = 35 tons under group VI

Hence, from surface areas or standard tons capacity,

it is evident that submerged brine cooler or race verti-

flow unit has about two and one half times the capacity

than that of multipass insulated cooler.

Horizontal multipass and single-pass shell and

tube brine coolers are shown in Figs. 19 and 20.

Brine Flow Rates
 

During loading period both multipass brine cooler

and submerged coils or cooler supply the circulated brine

to all the 6 room cold diffusers at the rate of 6 x 28.75

or 172 gpm. Since temperature drop of brine in both the

brine coolers is the same, the rate of brine flow in the

two units will be in proportion to their standard tonnage

ratings or the surface areas._ Hence, rate of brine flow

in submerged cooler or coils will be about 122 gpm and

that in the multipass brine cooler will be 50 gpm during

loading period .

During storage, multipass brine cooler alone will

supply the brine to the rooms and is 6 times rate per



 
Fig. 19. Horizontal Multi-pass Shell and

Tube Brine Cooler.

 

Fig. 20. Submerged Single-pass Shell

and Tube Brine Jooler.
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each cold diffuser, i.e. 6 x 15.5 or 93 gpm. In de-

signing the brine coolers, i.e. finding number and size

of tubes and number of by-passes, it should be borne: in

mind that brine velocity should vary between 200 fpm to

375 fpm during loading and storage respectively, as "U"

values d0' not differ greatly in this range, and are 80

and 100 Btu respectively.

Similarly for submerged brine cooler single-pass

type or vertiflow unit, the brine flOW'Will be speeded

up during ice manufacture so that fast circulation keeps

very low temperature gradient in the ice tank- not more

than eon. Brine agitator or circulator may be speeded

up (by a variable speed drive) to give the desired temp-

erature gradient. Velocity of brine in the trunk or

tunnel may be high, up to 200 fpm, but that round the

ice cans should be between 18 to 30 fpm.

Design of Cold Diffusers

Having found out the probable entering and leaving

brine temperatures for cold diffusers, it is easy to find

out the surface area of the coils from.the formula

Q, 3 UFA(dt)xN

Coefficient of heat transfer for air cooling,Where, U

in forced air circulation through the brine

coils.
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Motz (29) gives the following values of "U“ for

brine coils in moving air:

Vel.of air,fpm. 200 300 600 500 600 700 800

U (external surface), 2.9 h.0 5.0 5.9 6.8 7.7 8.6

Btu/hr/sq.ft/deg.F.

USually air velocity through coil bunkers of blower

type unit coolers rumsvery high, say 1000 to 1200 fpm.

So, plotting the graph (Fig. 21) for the above table and

extending it to give value for 1100 fpm, we get U 3 11.3.

F 3 Frost Factor 3 l, for automatic defrosting on off

A 3 External area of brine coils in sq. ft. Cy°°°.

dt = log mtd,

= ——1-0-——- = 12.3%.

loge-Lg

N 3 Running time factor = -§%-' = 0.833,

Q = Room.load in Btu/hr. for each unit, during loading.

Hence, 56500 3 11.3 x.A x 12.3 x 0.833

A 3 #86 sq. ft.

Hence, about 1750 feet of 3/h" nominal size prime surface

pipes will be required.

If the bunker has 10 rows, each bank will have 175

ft. length of coils or #8 coils each 3.75 ft. effective

length. The coils should be so staggered in rows and

banks that net effective area for air flow gives necessary

high air velocity through the coils, i.e. 1100 fpm with

given cfm.discharge. A modern finned surface cold

diffuser is shown in Fig. 22.
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C. Brine Circulation and Control

Brine_§ressure Drop

Loss of head for a length of pipe of given size

for certain gpm rate of flow is available in many data

books for water, brine and certain other liquids. Having

designed the brine cooler and the cold diffusers, we can

find the total loss of head in feet orpressure drop in

psi for the brine circulation system, taking into account

the various lengths and sizes of pipes, tees, bends and

fittings. The circulating pump should be designed to

give the required discharge by working against this total

head. As gpm and total head are different for loading

and storage periods, the pump should be designed for

maximum.duty.

Brine Mixing

Brine concentration should be kept to required de-

gree, Sodium chloride (salt) dissolves readily in agitated

or circulated water or brine. It may be dissolved in a

small separate tank about A' x h' x h-l/Z' preparatory to

introducing it into a brine system. Natural circulation

may be set up by placing the flake or solid material in a

wire basket or other perforated container suspended just

below the water or solution level. As the sodium chloride

dissolves, the heavier solution settles toward the bottom

of the tank and is replaced by lighter solution, this

action continuing until the dissolving is completed.
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Thus, no mechanical agitation is necessary. The solution

may then be pumped in the circulation system.

Brine Pipes

Standard weight galvanized steel pipes screwed

fittings are generally used in brine circulation system.

Screwed Joints are put together with graphite and oil

pipe compound. Sleeves of moulded cork covering are pro-

vided for all pipes passing through refrigerator walls.

They should be large enough to permit covering on covered

pipes to pass through freely and should have ends flush

with the sides of the wall. All horizontal piping should

be properly supported by adjustable hangers spaced about

8 ft. apart a:dJusted to the drop and fastening the line

outside the covering.

To permit smooth flow of brine without undue loss

of head, pipes should be of ample size. A skeleton single

line diagram.of brine pipes leading to various room.coolers

giving suitable sizes is shown in Fig. 23.

The circulating system should operate in such a

manner that during loading period, both brine cooler and

brine tank for ice should supply circulating brine through

the pump. >When storage period starts, supply of brine

from.ice tank should be stopped and brine should be made

to circulate in lesser rate of flow through the brine

cooler only. This can be arranged by brine pipe lines
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shown in diagram.(Fig. 26) with regulating (Sluice)

valves A and B and a check valve 0. Any adjustment in

the amount of brine circulated through the two heat ex-

changers during loading may be made by means of sluice

valves so that proper brine temperature in the rooms may

be maintained, with resulting room.temperatures at

desirable level.

Brine Pump

The brine pump should be of rotary gear type with

positive displacement and constant capacity, so that under

varying heads (depending on number of cold diffusers in

operation at a time) a constant supply of cold brine is

circulated. A relief valve can be located at a suitable

point in brine supply mains so as to bypass the flow of

refrigerant, in excess of that which can be taken through

the circuit that remainlopen, back ihto the brine cooler.

The pump will be connected to the motor through a

reduction gear giving two speeds of the pumps, so that

during loading season the capacity of the pump is

6 x 28.2 = 170 gpm and during storage it reduces to

6 x 15.3 3 92 gpm,

Generally two identical pumping sets are installed

side by side-~on1y one in operation at a time and the

other as a standby, so that there is no break in the

supply of brine to the cold stores.
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Temperature Control

The success of any cold diffuser installation

can be affected by the type of control system used. In

the brine circulation system, automatic control is quite

simple and affords better control of room.conditions due

to flywheel effect of brine.

It is necessary to place a magnetic stop valve in

the feed line to each diffuser ahead of the hand operated

control valve. magnetic valve will be operated by a room

thermostat which opens and closes the valve in accordance

'with the refrigeration demands of the enclosure. Strap-

on thermostat on the return line near the brine coils

will offer additional control of brine temperature

leaving the rooms, such that

(a) on fall in room.temperature, roomstat alone would

close the solenoid valve and stop the flow of the

liquid; but

(b) on rise of room.temperature, room.atat closes the

circuit RW in relay (See Fig. 25), but the solenoid

remains closed until strap-on-stat closes circuit

'WB in relay lhich and only then can open the solenoid

valve to refrigerant to the coil. Strap-on-stat

setting should be made high enough to indicate

defrosted coil.

With the plant having full automatic operation, it

‘would be advisable to shut down the brine circulating pump
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when all the room thermostats are in a satisfactory

position. This feature can be incorporated by adding

an additional contact on each room.thermostat, these

contacts being connected in parallel into the control

circuit on the magnetic starter of the brine pump. This

'will allow the pump to be held in operation as long as

any one room requires refrigeration.

D. Ice manufacture

UBe of ice in refrigerated railway cars in the

distribution of produce, in cool storage and in serving

food and beverages in hot summer months in India is

indispensable. ‘

Mbst (solid) artificial ice is made by the can

system, which will be discussed here. In this system,

tapered cans of standard rectangular cross section are

immersed in a moving bath of chilled brine until freezing

is completed.

Capacity;g

Refrigeration required to produce ice depends on

the heat necessary to cool water available for making ice

to the freezing point, to freeze it and then to cool the

ice to the temperature of the circulating brine in the

tank. If initial temperature of cool water available for
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filling in of cans during summer months be about 75°F.

and the temperature of brine assumed is lhoF., the

total refrigeration per pound of ice would be equal to

sensible heat before freezing plus latent heat plus

sensible heat after freezing

(75 '- 32) + 11.1. + 0.5 (32 .. 11.)

196 Btu.

Adding 20 per cent insulation and other losses

Total refrigeration per lb. of ice 2 235 Btu.

For this set of conditions, one ton of ice would require

235 I 2000 :-
288000 1.635 tons of refrigeration

Since brine cooling capacity of the submerged

cooler or vertiflow unit evaporator in the ice tank is

16.23 tons, the total capacity of the ice plant in tons

of ice would be 16': = 10 tons.

Number and Size of Ice Cans

Various sizes of standard ice cans are now avail-

able. IMOst commonly used size is 300 lb. cans with 11"

_ x 22" inside dimensions at the t0p with a l" taper and

50 in. long, having Nb. 1h gauge of steel all welded and

galvanized. 'Weight of this can would be about 90 lbs.

The number of ice cans required per ton of ice

per day depends on the weight of ice block and the freezing

time of ice. If freezing time of ice is exactly 2h hours,

the number of ice cans per day per ton of ice
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= 2000

Weight of ice blacks

The longer the freezing time required, the more cans

will be required in the same pr0portion, or

NUmber of cans/day/ton of ice

3 2000 x Freezing time in hrs.

Weight of ice blocks x‘2h

Since it has already been found that with 16°F. brine

temperature freezing time for the standard 11" x 22"

tanks is #5.6 hrs., the number of cans per day for a

10 ton ice plant will be

.2000 x h5.6 x 10 3

= 300 r—21 126.5

or, 8 lhh, allowing for safety.

 

Ice Tank ‘

Ice freezing tank should be of l/h in. riveted

steel or welded construction. It should be 53" deep

for 50" long cans. The level of brine in the tank should

be such that the top of the finished ice block is about

1-1/2 in. below the level. Tank dimensions will be about

15 ft.‘x 30 ft. if we put 12 cans in each row and column

with a race way at an end. Indulation of brine tank

has been discussed earlier.

Frame Work and Covers

In this plant, two cans can be harvested at a time

and standard wooden frame work and covers can be used

in place of steel can grid, as for big plants. This
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frame work, constructed of heavy selected oak, is slotted

where necessary to receive the air laterals and to permit

the passage of return air going to the blower (See low

pressure air system). Suitable hold-down strips of

spring steel keep the cans in a vertical position in the

brine, also insuring prOper submergence. The tank covers

are made of two layers of 7/8 in. lumber with a layer of

waterproof, fungus-resistant paper between them. They

are dipped in hot linseed oil to make them.moisture

proof. (See Fig. 26).

Evaporator

As already mentioned, either single pass shell

and tube submerged brine cooler or trunk and the brine

race type evaporator known as vertiflow unit is economy

ical of space and eliminates piping between the cans.

The flooded system of evaporation is employed which

permits high values of "U" for the evaporator surface,

about 80 to 100 Btu/hr/sq.ft. Both these types of

evaporators are shown in the accompanying diagrams

(Fig. 20 and 27). Evaporators are located in the end

and ice tank divided in compartments by partitions to

achieve rapid circulation of brine caused by brine

agitator. Pr0per brine velocities around the evaporator

and the ice cans have already been discussed.



 

 

  
Fig. 26. weeden Framework and Covers

in Small Ice Plant, ehowingaAir Leterele.

f

 

 
Fig. 28. Assembly of Horizontal

Agitator.
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Brine Circulator

V-belt driven horizontal brine circulator or

agitator should be located at the entrance of the brine

to the evaporator. It is equipped with propeller for

moving correct quantity of brine, about 60 to 70 gallons

per ton per minute when the ice is being manufactured.

Brine passages should be carefully designed to give

proper brine velocity and reduce loss of head. The

brine circulator with stuffing box and driven pulley

is shown in Fig. 28.

Low-Pressure Air System

Although water for ice making may be clean, it

nevertheless contains dissolved gases and solids; and

if frozen quietly, the ice would not be transparent.

To make clear ice from.crdinary drinking water (without

going to the expense of distilling it), the water is

agitated while it is being frozen in the cans. Air

motion sweeps away dissolved gases and prevents them

and solids from.freezing into the cake. For this pur-

pose a stream.of air is passed through water. Better

agitation.system.is using air at a very low pressure

which gives clear ice blocks with cupped tops. Approx-

imately 5 cfm of free air is supplied at about 2 lb. per

sq. in. for each can.

In this system.the air passes through a pendulum
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itube suspended in the middle of each can by means of

pivot so that the tube is free to swing across the

fan from side to side but is restrained from.motion in

any other plane. The result is that the tube acquires

a pendulum motion in the water, allowing the agitation

to wash thoroughly each of the flat surfaces of the ice

in turn and collect impurities of water at the central

core. When the ice block is about to be frozen comp

pletely, the central core cold water with its entrained

impurities is removed by a suction nozzle connected to

the pump and core or cavity is refilled by fresh drinking

water, which gets frozen. Before freezing of the core

takes place the pendulum tube is removed. A small

blower is employed to supply the air at low pressure.

The air is drawn into the blower from under the tank

t0p, where cool supply is always available. Air blower

may be rotary type belt or motor driven.

Auxiliaryggquipment

In addition to main parts of the ice plant, the

following equipment is also needed:

A hand operated single can dump is furnished with

drip pan and with or without sprinkler pipes for thawing

the ice loose from can, and is kept on thawing plat-form

adjacent to ice tank.

Single can filler is used in the small plant for
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filling the cans with fresh supply of water after the.

cans are replaced in the brine tank, It is connected to

the water line with a hose. A float valve in the center

of the filler acts to trip the water valve, cutting off

the supply when the water has reached the desired height

in the can.

Small hand or electric hoist mounted on hand pushed

crane with a single I-section cross beam can be employed

over the ice tank with rails for pushing the I-bewm.

Storage Room

In India generally ice is disposed of the very day

to wholesalers and retailers. If the storing of ice-

becomes necessary the storage room of suitable size should

be constructed adjacent to thawing platform.and refrigerated

by direct expansion coils or brine coils led from the brine

tank.

HarvestinggTime

Since total freezing time is around #8 hours it

‘will be a good practice to harvest ice twice daily--say

at 8.A.M. and again at 8 P.M. (amount harvested each time

would be half the total daily capacity). This will dis-

tribute the refrigeration load evenly throughout freezing

process.
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Automatic Ice Plant

Although ice plant is assumed to run continuously

for 26 hours, it will usually give satisfactory control

of brine and refrigerant temperatures consistent with

load due to float type expansion valve. Compressor motors

are already equipped with low pressure switch, excess

pressure cut-out and other safety devices. The plant can

be made fully automatic by adding thermostatic control

from.the brine to the compressor motors in parallel with

that from.brine cooler for room.coils, and a cut out in

case of decrease in brine flow for any reason whatever.

Under such condition, the brine temperature will perhaps

vary over a wider range from.l2° to 15°F. and freezing

time will have to be adjusted to suit the conditions.

The coils may supply refrigerant for 20 hours a day,

in which case capacity of ice manufacture would reduce

to about 8 tons instead of 10 tons.



VII. COID STORAGE PLANT AND EQUIPMENT (Contd.)

A. Ammonia Condensing Equipment

The application of ammonia refrigerating compressors

and condensers includes the following important considera-

tions:

(1) Selection of Compressors and condensers to match the

refrigeration load.

(2) Balancing compressors and condensers' capacity with

the evaporators.

(3) Selection of motor and drive.

(A) Refrigerant piping for the system and choice of

accessories.

(5) Selection and application of safety devices, controls

and interlocking of controls with fans, pumps, etc.

in the same system.

(6) Estimate of power and water cost.

NUmber of Compressors

It was suggested in earlier section that three

ammonia compressors of equal capacity may be employed for

the cold storage plant. Three units will give flexi-

bility of performance, multiple units capacity control,

besides facilitating maintainance and repairs. Nermally,

all the three compressors would function, but if in
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certain seasons, ice plant is not Operated or load in

the cold storage rooms is less, two compressors may

be sufficient, the third one serving as a standby. If

during long period of storage breakdown occurs in any

one unit, ice plant may be shut off and cold storage

only may run on the other two compreSsors, which are

of ample capacity to cOpe with the refrigeration load

of rooms during storage season.

meber and Type of Condensers

Due to high cost and restricted supply of city

water for condensor purposes and due to local municipal

regulations prohibiting the discharge of large quanti-

ties of such water into the sewage systems, the evapor-

ative condenser is well adapted to conditions in North-

ern India. Greatest saving of city water will result

in summer months when the plant is working and when there

is heavy drain on municipal water plants. Besides, in

tropical climate city water supplied from.cpen tanks in

summer gets very hot during the afternoon and may reach

100°F. when the ambient air temperatures go beyond 105°F.

City water normal temperature may be 90°F. Looking to

the metreological chart prepared for various towns and

cities in India where cold storage plant for potatoes

would work, it will be found that the average wet bulb

temperature during the months for places in northern
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India plains varies between 700 to 75°F., even though

dry bulb average goes beyond 85°F. Hence, evaporation

condenser would Offer additional advantage of cooling

the city water to near the prevailing wet bulb temper-

ature. If conventional type condenser is employed,

the hot city water will have to be cooled separately

in cooling tower. Hence, from.the pOint of view of

economy of Operation, space occupied and perhaps the

first cost, the evaporator condenser is possibly the

best answer to our problem.

For total refrigeration tonnage needed by evapor-

ators, one condenser would be selected as, throughout

the working Of the plant, the total refrigeration load

of cold storage and ice tank is the same.

Compressors' Ratingg

Refrigerating compressors are rated, according

to ASRE Standards, for the suction pressure corres-

ponding to saturation temperature of 50F. and discharge

pressure corresponding to saturation temperature of 86°F.

There is a change in compressor refrigeration capacity

for pressures other than the above, increasing from

minimum at low suction temperature and high compression

ratio to maximum at high suction temperature and low

compress:ion ratio. This is explained as follows:

(1) The crm/ton of refrigerant gas required is
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greatest at low suction temperature since the gas is

in a rarified condition at the lower temperature. As

the gas density increases at higher suction temperature,

the cubic feet per pound or Specific volume becomes

relatively smaller, and therefore, the cfm per ton

becomes less.

Ofm_pumped
(2) The volumetric effficiency, i.e. cfm_displaced

Of the compressor, which covers volumetric efficiency

due to clearance increases as the compression rafie’de-

creases. Therefore, since there is a relatively narrow

range of economical condensing temperature for single

stage compression, it follows that operation at the

higher suction temperatures will usually result in

lower compression ratio.

99ndenser Ratingg

Evaporative condenser is also rated (in tons re-

frigeration effect) for saturated condensing temperature

which again depends on outside (air) wet bulb tempera-

ture, saturated suction temperature of compressor (as

this would determine the temperature Of discharge gas

to be condensed) and the amount Of subcooling, if

obtainable.

Selection,Data

Hence, before we select the compressors and con-

_denser for required refrigeration load in the evaporators,
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the following further information is necessary:

(1) Suction temperature and pressure at the compressor.

(2) Discharge pressure at the compressor.

(3) Cooling water temperature or design wet bulb temp-

erature Of air in case of evaporative condenser.

(h) Degrees of liquid subcooling, if obtainable.

With this information in hand selection may be

made of both compressors and condenser either from the

published data on ratings Of the two equipments or most

practical p - H chart may be drawn and figures worked out.

Suction Temperature

The evaporating temperature of 7.5°F. average has

been assumed for brine cooler and submerged coils or

cooler in ice tank in our previous discussion. It was

also pointed out that in flooded systems static pressure

Of the liquid refrigerant in the coolers or coils may

cause the lower layer evaporating or boiling temperature

to be higher, say 9°F., than that at the surface or the

boiling liquid. Since compressors pump the gas from

the upper suction header or surge tank of evaporators,

the temperature corresponding to the suction pressure

of the compressor may be 1° to 2° F. lower than that

prevailing in the evaporator coils or cylinder. Hence,

it is safe to assume this suction temperature to be

60F.-
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Choice of Condensing Temperature

The capacity of the evaporative condenser should

be selected for the mean maximum.wet bulb for the most

extreme month of the period for which cold storage is in

. Operation, for the locality. There will be wet bulb

temperatures greater than the mean maximum.for the ex-

treme month, but they ordinarily prevail for only a few

hours at a time. If, during operation the wet bulb ex-

ceeds that for which condenser was selected, the con-

densing temperature may rise and either overload the

compressor motor or cause the high pressure cut-out to

step refrigeration at a time when it is most needed.

Thus, the choice Of wet bulb is more important in the

selection of an evaporative condenser than that of air

temperature in refrigeration load estimate (given earlier),

where a more extreme temperature reading causes only a

temporary failure to maintain the estimated room

conditions.

The mean.maximum.or maximum average monthly temp-

erature for any locality is determined from metreological

chart compiled for the most extreme month, usually July

or August in Mbnsoons in India. As previously noted the

average wet bulb temperature for the period for places

in Nbrthern India plains varies between 70 to 75°F.

The maximum.may be assumed to be 80°F. which is the

design wet bulb temperature.
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Assuming water to be brought to within 10° of

this wet bulb temperature in the evaporative condenser

under normal Operation, the cooling water temperature Of

the condenser may be taken as 90°F. as a safe value, a-

further 15° temperature difference between refrigerant

condensing temperature of 105°F., with a possible sub-

cooling of the refrigerant in the condenser to, say,

100°F. The condensing temperature on the compressor end

may be assumed 2° higher, i.e. 107°F.

‘pppgi, The condensing temperature selected should result

in a balance between investment in equipment and oper-

ating cost. Since the condensing temperature is dependent

on water temperature or air wet bulb temperature, the

latter values should be the average for the period taken,

rather than the designed maximum as shown above, when

used for the purpose Of analyzing Operating cost. These

values, as stated, vary between 70° to 75°F. Actual

analysis for various condensing temperatures for an

economical balance between power and water cost can be

made by making trial condenser selections for local rates

and optimum temperature relationship found. The value

of 105°F. assumed above is based on judgment only.

Refrigerant Temperatures

The actual temperature of the refrigerant vapor

at the compressor suction valve may be about 15° higher
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than saturation suction temperature due to superheat

in the accumulator, small insulated refrigerant line

and compressor valves. Therefore, actual suction temp-

erature may be assumed to be 20°F. If this gas is come

pressed in the cylinder from El 3 35.09 to P2 3

236 psi abs. according to law PVn = C, where n =

1.28 psi abs., for ammonia systems, the final temperature

of gas leaving the compressor is obtained from the formula

n - 1

t2 + 1.60 = (t1... h60) x (3g 11

Pl

2 A80 x 1.515 3 728

giving t2 : 268°F.

Some cooling takes place in the discharge lines

leading to the condenser and we may assume the temper-

o

ature of ammonia entering the condenser to be 2&0 F.

Refrigeration_gycle

Having determined all the refrigerant temperatures

with corresponding pressures, we are now in a position

to draw complete refrigeration cycle on p - H (Mblliers)

chart for one lb. of ammonia, showing superheat at the

compressor inlet, actual discharge temperature, and sub-

cooling. For computation ideal adiabatic (isjentropic)

compression line is also shown which cuts the discharge

pressure line at 280°F. The complete chart is shown in

Fig. 29. The following important values on enthalpies,
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entropies are obtained:

 

 

 

Point Temp. Pres- Sp. Enth- Ent- State

sure Vol. alpy ropy

abs. 11 __§

1 100 228.9 -- 155.0 -- Subcooled liquid

2 9 37.63 -— 155 .0 -- Mixture-48% quality

3 6 35.09 -- 613.6 -- Dry saturated vapor

A 20 35.09 8.287 622.0 1.3613 Superheated vapor

5 268 236.0 -- 765.0 -- Superheated gas

51 280 236.0 -- 750.0 1.3613 " "

6 260 236.0 -- 725.5 -- " "

7 105 228.9 -- 161.1 -- Saturated liquid

From the table, the following important results

are obtained:

(1) Refrigeration effect = h3 - Hi : 613.6 - 155 = 658.6

 

Btu/lb.

Pounds per minute for ton of refrigeration

= 200 = 0.635

658.6

Now, the total refrigeration effect Of evaporatOrs

is 35.6 tons.

Weight of refrigerant circulated per minute

W“ 3 35.6 x 0.635 3a 15e5 lbs.

(2) Condensing effect : hé - hf : 725.5 - 155 = 570.5 Btu/lb.

Total heat rejection by condenser 3wa (h6 - hl)

= 1555 x 570.5 x 60 3 531,000 Btu/hr.

 

*-

.Although during the processes pressure varies slightly

heat gained or rejected by the refrigerant may be taken

as the change in enthalpy.
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(3) Work of adiabatic compression 2 h51 - h6 -

750 - 622 = 128 btu/lb.

128 x 15.5 x 60 :

Ideal cylinder H.P. = 2565 66.8

Ideal I.H.P. for each of three compressors

=—li§-:§—I= 15,6

Assuming compression efficiency of 85 per cent, due

to cylinder loss, Actual I.H.P. for each compressor

= 18.35.

Also, assuming compressor mechanical efficiency of

85%, the B.H.P. of each compressor 3 21.6

(6) Volume of suction vapor in the compressors

= v4 x'wa = 8.287 x 15.5 = 128.5 cfm.

Actual suction volume of each compressor = 62.8 cfm.

Assuming overall volumetric efficiency of 70 per cent

for the given suction and discharge pressures, the

actual piston displacement of each compressor

= 61.15 cfm.

gpmpressors::Design and Construction

Vertical single acting enclosed type ammonia comp

pressors are generally used in ice-making and cold storage

zipplication due to their many inherent advantages. These

include balanced and high speed vertical operation,

adaptability to any kind of drive and to automatic con-

‘trol, one way gas travel, efficient compression, quiet-

:ness and ease of operation, continuous automatic lubrication,
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small floor space required, prompt installation and

long useful life. multiple cylinder units and more

than one unit offer flexibility of operation and

capacity control.

Since piston displacement of each compressor is

61.15 cfm, a 6" x 6" size two-cylinder single acting

compressor running at 330 rpm.will do the job. The com-

pressors should be water cooled and fitted with manifold

assembly including ammonia gauges, main step valves,

purge valves, by-pass valves, high pressure relief valve

and suction scale trap. It should be fitted with main

ball bearings and with outboard ring bearing to carry

large multiple V-grooved pulley for being driven by a

motor. Belt guards are provided for drive. Large sizes

generally have full forced-feed lubrication to all

internal wearing surfaces. The shaft packing is of seal

ring type submerged in oil under pressure with automatic

tension adjustment. All oil for charging the compressor

initially is supplied by refrigerating contractor. A

vertical forced-feed lubricated ammonia compressor is

shown in section in Fig. 30.

Compressor motor

In.making the motor selection for compressors,

the full load brake H.P. required for refrigeration should

never exceed the recommended maximum.loading for each



 

 
Fig. 30. Sections]. View of Vertical Tow-Cylinder

Enclosed manic. Compressor. showing Forced-Peed

Lubrication.
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motor size as indicated by their ratings. Since H.P.

requirements are 21.6 per compressor, 25 H.P. contin-

uously rated three phase induction motor with temporary

overloads would be needed. Since the compressors start

loaded for automatic Operation, they require high

starting torque motors with Special double bar rotor

construction.

As a general rule, across-the-line or "direct-on"

starting is the most desirable for automatic system» The

use of "direct" magnetic starter simplifies the control

problem, is less costly and usually more trouble free

than the more complicated reduced voltage or "star-delta"

equipment. However, limitations of the distribution

system capacity often require the use of reduced voltage

starters for compressors in certain range. In such case,

the power company concerned should be consulted and

ruling obtained with respect to the particular application.

It is often desirable, with a multiple compressor installa-

tion such as this, to have the individual units inter-

locked by means of time relay devices so that no more than

one motor at a time will demand the starting current.

MOtor Protection

It is essential that selection of the control equip-

ment for motors for the refrigeration service include

no-volt release and overload protection. Fuses and circuit
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breaker alone will not constitute adequate protection

since these are sized to handle the required starting

current. .Another reason is that the blowing of one fuse

in a three phase system will permit"sing1e phasing"of the

motor, which would then be destroyed. A no-volt coil and

overload thermal relays are usually incorporated in the

motor starter.

Isolation of Vibration
 

Heavy density isolation cork board for each come

pressor is used in the foundations to prevent noise due

to vibration. Standard vibration isolation rubber

package for smaller size compressors is available.

Evaporative Condenser Installations

Evaporative condensers are designed for either out-

door or indoor installations. For best results, evapora-

tive condenser should be installed in a position where

outside air canfie drawn into the unit and discharged out-

doors without the use of long ducts. It can be located

in the machine room close to the compressors. The most

economical system.will result when the unit is located

to allow short hot gas lines, liquid lines and short

duct connections to the outside. The discharge duct out-

let should direct the air away from.the intake and into

a Space subject to the free moving wind current.
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The evaporative condensers are rated on wet bulb

temperature of entering air, saturation temperature of

the refrigerant corresponding to a given condensing

temperature and volume of air through the unit. Standard

ratings for ammonia condensers are made for Operation at

78°F. wet bulb temperature and leaving liquid refrigerant

temperature of 105OF. corresponding to a gauge pressure

of 216 lbs. per sq. in.

Water Requirements-

The capacity of the condenser must be sufficient

to remove the heat absorbed in the evaporator (refrig-

eration effect) and heat of compression added to the gas

by compressor. This sum.has been found to be 531,000

Btu/hr. Since the latent heat of vaporization of water

to be evaporated under air conditions of about 1000?.

dry bulb and 80°F. web bulb is about 1060 Btu/1b.,

theoretically, 531000 3 8.5 lb. or 1.02

1060 x‘60

gallons of water are required per minute. But in practice,

 

about 3 gpm are supplied with about 2 gpm going as west!

in carry over along with air discharged and for dilution

of the available supply in the base. The quantity of

'water pumped can easily be placed at any desired figure

'which keeps the tubes well'wetted. in general 1 to 2

gpm of water per ton of refrigeration.are circulated.

So, about 50 gpm will be a good figure for this condenser.
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Air Circulation

The circulated spray water leaving the bottom

tubes will have a temperature which lies between the

original wet bulb temperature of the air and the temp-

erature at which the refrigerant condenses in the tubes.

Increasing the quantity of air circulated brings the

water temperature closer to the wet bulb temperature

of entering air. This increase in the range from 150

to 300 cfm.per ton shows justifiable gains, but above

this point the rate of gain is so small that the fan

power costs begin to offset gains from decreased water

temperatures.

Assuming that the water leaving the condenser

tubes is 100 higher than initial wet bulb temperature

of the air, i.e. water temperature is 900, the air

discharged from.fans will be nearly saturated at that

temperature or at a temperature higher than this due

to its contact with hot refrigerant in the upper section

of the condenser pipes. The amount of moisture gained

by air will be the difference of moisture contents in

its original condition, i.e. 100O dry bulb and 800 wet

bulb and final condition, i.e. 900 F. saturated. This

difference is found to be 95 grains of moisture per lb. of

dry air. Latent heat of vaporization of water vapor at normal

atmospheric pressure and average air temperature of
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95°F. is 1060 Btu/1b. Hence, to evaporate 95 grains of

water from its initial temperature of 90° to saturated

vapor condition at 90°F., we require 75%8 x 1060

= 16.1 Btu of heat, which will be extracted from.refrig-

erant and surroundings. For indoor installation,

assuming condenser heat rejection effect to be 1.1 times

the net condensing effect which is 531000 Btu/ht, the

volume of air (taking 16.5 cu.ft./lb. of air) would be

16.5,x_531000 x 1.1 .
—60 X 16.1 10000 cfm

Hence, three 12" dia. fans running at about 1650

rpm by a direct coupled motor would each give about 3300

cfm discharge and consume total 3 H.P. approximately.

This gives about 280 cfm.per ton which is within the

range suggested for economical running.

Qesigp of Condenser Pipes

Coefficient of heat transfer for condenser pipes

"U" is taken between 12 to 60 Btu.per hr. per sq.ft.

external surface per deg. F., depending on the amount

of water sprayed and extent of rust or scale formation

on the pipes. For normal operation, assuming fairly

clean pipes, an average figure of 50 may be taken. For

design purposes the average refrigerant temperature may

be taken to be llOOF. as some coils at the top have

superheated gas at high temperatures and lower one or

two coils may have subcooled liquid at 100°F. water
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temperature is about 90°F. throughout. Hence, surface

area of coils required for condensing effect (based on

26 hrs. running) will be

533i0??]o - 907 : 531 SQ.ft. of external area

giving about 1960 feet linear length of 3/6" full weight

steel pipes. An evaporative condenser built in 3 sections

is shown in the Fig. 31.

Ammonia Receiver

In a refrigeration system, the liquid refrigerant

receiver serves a two-fold purpose:

(1) To provide a liquid seal, thereby preventing

refrigerant gas from entering the liquid line to the

evaporator.

(2) To provide a space for refrigerant storage to

house the entire charge during a shut down period and

to store the excess amount of refrigerant over and above

the actual amnnnt required for operation.

In sizing a liquid refrigerant receiver, the amount

of refrigerant in the system will have to be ascertained.

Receiver should be so sized so as to allow a 20 to 25

per cent gas expansion, as a safety factor. The ammonia

level in the receiver should be carried between 1/3 to

3/6 full at all times, if possible.

Receiver is provided with lilet valve, liquid

valve, charging valve and necessary ammonia fittings



 

 
Fig. 31. Evaporativ-

londenser. (Left)

3011 Assembly.
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and connections. Sometimes receiver is equipped with

steel automatic gauge cocks with glass and guards. A

safety valve and a purge valve are provided on the tOp

and a drain cock at the bottom for draining Oil and

sludge, whenever formed. Being a pressure vessel, re-

ceiver is tested with air at pressure of 300 lbs. per

sq. in. under water before shipment.

Amount of Refrigerant
 

The quantity of anhydrous ammonia needed for the

compression side of a refrigerating system.is generally

estimated by assuming the whole space of the condenser

to be filled with ammonia vapor at standard pressure

corresponding to condensing temperature of 86°F. and

allowing 25 lb. Of liquid ammonia fOr every cubic foot

of liquid receiver capacity. The following table is

based on experience:

Tons of Refrigeration 5' 10 20 60 100 200

Ammonia, lbs. 110 150 230 300 660 620

Hence, in our system, 35.6 ton refrigeration,

about 280 lbs. would be used. This should leave about

35 to 60% of liquid ammonia in the receiver when the

plant is in full Operation. To this figure must be

added sufficient refrigerant contained in the two

flooded evaporators filled entirely to the float level.
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B. Accessories

Oil Separator or Trap

It is installed in line between the compressors

and the condenser to remove Oil from the discharge gas

and return it to one Of the compressor crank cases be-

fore it reaches the condenser and the evaporator side

of the system to affect the heat transfer adversely.

Oil laden gas enters a perforated steel pipe or mesh

and is forced through an hmpingement type filter where

oil and gas are thoroughly separated. Oil accumulated

in the bottom.of the separator shell will Open a float

valve and be returned to the crank case by discharge

pressure.

NOn Condensable Gas Remover

It is one of the most important accessories tO

improve efficiency and safety. It removes air and de-

composed ammonia and Oil products of a gaseous nature

from.the system.and thereby maintains low head pressures,

which will reduce power consumption and increase refrig-

erating capacity. .Ammonia gas containing the foul gases

is led from.the tOp of the receiver into the gas purger,

through which cold suction main passes. Contact with

cold main causes the ammonia in the mixture to condense

and is fed back into the system.by a float control. The

foul gases do not condense and are drawn Off through a
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purge line to a water bottle which absorbs any slight

Odor of ammonia and allows the foul gases to escape to

atmosphere.) Valves are provided to regulate the various

pressures and flows.

Ammonia Purifier

It is very useful device for removing Oil, water

and other foreign matter from.the system. This centri-

fugal separator is placed in the discharge line between

the compressor and condenser after the Oil trap mentioned

earlier, and removes the water, Oil and other impurities

very efficiently.

Thermometers

Thermometers for brine inlet and outlet, for

brine tank (hanging type), for ammonia lines and for

storage rooms (recording or dial type) are needed for

satisfactory running Of the whole plant.

HumidifyingEquipment

It is assumed that brine temperatures are such

that they would give proper room temperature and humidity

both during storage and loading and no artificial methods

of increasing humidity would be needed. But, if the

loading conditions vary considerably and Operating con-

ditionsare also such that it is no longer possible to

maintain the required room conditions with existing
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plant, it would be necessary to purchase auxiliary

humidifying equipment consisting of a set of turbo-

humidifiers with an air compressor with suitable

receiver and after cooler.

C. Refrigeration Piping and Control

Ammonia Pipes

Theoretically, for temperature conditions Of re-

frigerant in the cold storage plant, about 3.5 cfm Of

ammonia gas is to be pumped in the system.per 1 ton of

refrigeration. Probable volume for actual refrigeration

cycle may be taken about 30 per cent higher. Hence,

actual volume of ammonia pumped in the system would be

1.3 x 3.5 x 35.6 = 161 cfm.

Allowing permissible velocity Of gas through suction

pipe to be 6000 fpm, .&%%%— -= 26.8 feet of a pipe line

should occupy one cubic foot. Referring to tables giving

data of extra heavy ammonia pipes, we find that 3" nominal

size pipe would be 21.8 ft. per one cu. ft. of gas and

hence, is of quite suitable size.

Again density Of ammonia liquid at 50F. is 62.5

lb/cu.ft. 'We have found ammonia circulated to be 15.5

lb/minute, which is equivalent to 0.365 cfm Of liquid.

Allowing 120 fpm.as the velocity of refrigerant in the

liquid line, cross sectional area of pipe will be
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'2i%%2 x 166 3 0.637 sq.in. Hence, 3/6" nominal

size extra heavy steel pipe will be required for the

liquid line.

Other pipe sizes may be selected arbitrarily in

conformity with the above sizes found and whole refrig-

erating system.piping will be as shown in the flow

diagram (Fig. 32). Threaded pipes for ammonia require

litharge and glycerine.

Equalizers

The three vertical enclosed compressors should

have interconnecting piping arrangement by which refrig-

erant gas pressure in the crank case and suction pressure,

as also 011 levels are equalized, as shown in single-line

equalizing arrangement. (Fig.33.).

Controls

Being electrically Operated and intermittently

run, the refrigerating system can be completely con-

trolled automatically. Room.temperature control by

system.cf room thermostats and liquid salenoid valves

in the brine lines leading to unit coolers has already

been considered. A completely automatic refrigerating

unit requires

(1) Regulation of the flow of the liquid into

evaporators,
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(2) a thermostatic control to start and stop

the compressors

(3) A control on the water supplied to the condenser,

and certain other motor-compressor controls.

Liquid Control

As already stated, both brine cooler and the verti-

flow raceway coil in brine tank can work on the flooded

system. This means that the liquid feed is heavy enough

to constantly cover all the heat transfer surface. In

order to protect the compressor from.being flooded, a

vapor separator called accumulator or surge drum is

placed in the return header with a means of evaporating

the trapped liquid in a suitable manner. To shorten

the connection between the liquid header and the suction

header in the vertiflow unit, coils are connected to

the headers in parallel. The Figs. 36 and 35 show the

float valve control to brine cooler and the ice tank

vertiflow unit respectively, both equipped with accumulator.

Since both the evaporators Operate on same refrig-

erant temperature viz 7.5°F., it is not necessary to

put back pressure regulating valve in any suction line.

But in the flooded system, it is recommended that a

liquid line selenoid valve be also installed. This valve

will close off the liquid line on shut-down of all the

compressors and thereby prevent possible overflooding
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Of the coil due to any leak occurring in the float ex-

pansion valve. This will prevent the possibility Of

liquid slugging back on compressors' start-up.

Compressor Control

Combined low pressure and high pressure cut-out

is used almost universally in refrigerating industry.

The low (suction) pressure feature serves both as a con-

tool and safety function. A rise in suction pressure

expands the bellows, which, in turn Operates a linkage

to tilt the mercury switch and start the compressor.

The high pressure cut-out performs the safety function

only. The controller or pressuregstat has additional

bellows for this high pressure cut-out which tilts the

same mercury switch to break the motor control circuit

in the event of excessive high side pressure. An

arrangement with alarm bell for high pressure is shown

in Fig. 36.

The controllers have direct reading main and

differential scales and pressure and differential adjust-

ment screws are generally at the top of the case. High

pressure cut-out is adjustable internally.

It would appear that out of the three compressors,

two would be running almost constantly, both during

loading and storage periods. Hence, any two compressors

could both be set for pressure corresponding to suction
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temperature of little below 50F., or say 18 psi gauge,

with a differential of 3 psi and the third compressor

may be set to Operate at higher pressure, say 20 psi

gauge with same pressure differential. Since equal

running thme of all the compressors is also advisable,

there should be a regular schedule of changing low

pressure control limits so that first one compressor

or group and then another will carry the base load.

High pressure cut out may be set for 220 psi. gauge

'with a pressure differential range of 30 psi so that

compressors continue to work economically at low con-

densing temperatures up to 98°F.

water Control

Evaporative condenser is equipped with a float

control for regulating the water supply to the spray

tank and maintaining an overflow while the unit is in

Operation. The water after passing through the float

valve flows through a water treatment container filled

with compound and drops into the spray tank.

In evaporative condenser, no water regulation is

necessary, as water spray should constantly cover the

condenser pipes as long as the latter remain in Operation.

But condenser fan.motors can be wired with compressors'

motors so that condenser and compressors will Operate

simultaneously. The pump motor of the condenser is
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wired in parallel with the fan motor. Thus the pump

and fan motors will Operate only when one or more com.

pressor motors operate.

Solenoid valves can be used for water connection

to each compressor so that each valve Opens when the

compressor cuts in and closes when the compressor stops.

Interlocking_Controls

The control of compressors is intimately associated

'with the balance of the control of the system, that is,

the control applied to evaporators, the evaporative

condenser and other refrigerating equipment. .Accordingly,

it is desirable to provide a system of interlocking Of

the compressor controls with those Operating the rest

of the system, to assure compressor starting and stopping

in proper sequence with reference to the remainder Of

the system.

In the multiple cold diffuser installation with

the liquid (brine) control solenoid valves, wiring should

be so arranged that evaporative condenser and compressors

'can run only when one of the diffusers is in operation.

Relays are used to isolate diffuser not in Operation.

The use Of time relays for interlocking individ-

ual compressor units in multiple units installation has

already been explained.
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Instrument and Control Board

In the machine room, an instrument and control

board is installed, on which such devices as gauges,

thermometers, and automatic controls for various comp

pressors and other equipment are mounted. All instruments

and devices should be wired so as to interlock the system

perfectly as explained above.

D. Auxiliary Equipment

Potato Graders

A complete grading equipment for potatoes consists

Of wood roller elevator, rubber spool grader and wood

roller sorting table arranged in series. It sizes,

sorts and bags in one continuous operation. Heavy lifting

of boxes or crates is eliminated by the elevator which

puts the feeding hOpper down close to the floor and

allows the potatoes to arrange evenly on the rollers

before they are fed to the grader. Rubber spool grader

eliminates cutting and bruising and sizes potatoes of

different shapes accurately. Finally, the sorting rollers

turn the potatoes many times as they travel over the table

so that a bad potato cannot possibly estape Observation.

Daily loading of potatoes in storage rooms is

1000 x 2000 or about 1100 bushels. If we consider

‘60 x 30

loading to continue for 6 hours in the morning and
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that all potatoes brought from farms need grading,

the capacity Of the grader should be about 300 bushels

per hour. A warehouse model of this size would consume

about 3/6 H.P. for the grader to which should be added

about 1/2 H.P. for elevator and 1/6.H.P. for the sorter.

Overall length of complete unit will be about 20 feet.

maximum width with bag holders on both sides would be

about 6 feet. A complete grading and sorting unit is

shown in Fig. 37.

This assembly gives reasonable cleaning on the

grader itself, but where considerable cleaning is required,

especially for muck grown potatoes, a twoaway cleaner

may be added between elevator and grader which will

give extra length of 6 feet on the complete unit.

HandlingHEquipment
 

Telescopic high-lift trucks available in the

market are designed with low mast that will Operate

through doorways. The collapsed height is only about

5 ft. overall. They are able to stack high in storage

spaces by lifting the pallet up to about 7 ft. height.

Overall height of the mast when fully extended is about

8 ft. so that with about 5 ft. height of the crates on

the pallet, the stacking can be done up to 12 ft.

height in the storage room.
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The trucks usually Operate in 6 ft. aisles

with a 36" x 36" pallet. The outriggers fit in be-

tween the wing type pallets for close stacking. The

trucks have rated load capacity of about a ton. They

can turn in their own length. The load carrying frame

is supported on all four corners by sheets. Interchange-

able battery unit is attached to the load frame by a

hinge. A new truck model is shown in Fig. 38.

The selection of the proper pallet is an imp

portant single step in the development Of a fork

truck pallet system. The standard fouraway pallet for

use with fork lift is generally used and is shown in

Fig. 39.



  
  

 
Fig. 38. TelesOOpic High-

Llft Pallet Truck.

 

For use with Fork lift and Pallet Hand lift truck. Forks of the lift

trod: eon enter any one side of pallet.

Fig. 39. Standard Four-way Pallet.



VIII. COLD STORAGE PIMTI‘ LAYOUT

For computing refrigeration loads of cold rooms,

a tentative building layout was given. Sufficient

floor space was allotted for:

(1) Three cold storage rooms of equal size (70 ft. x

63 ft. inside) and similarly situated.

(2) Common anti-room in the center, about 16 ft. x

16 ft. inside dimensions.

(3) Ice and machinery room, size 63 ft. x 61.5 ft.

(6) Sorting and grading room, size 63 ft. x 27. ft.

(5) Empty crate storage, size 61.5 ft. x 19 ft.

(6) main Office and toilet, size 61.5ft. x 19 ft.

(7) Loading platform for potatOes, size 56 ft. x 20 ft.

(8) Loading platform for ice, size 25 ft. x 10 ft.

hmohinepy Layout

Before preparing a machinery layout, overall

dimensions or floor Space occupied by each machine or

equipment must be known. The approximate dimensions as

gathered from.manufacturers' catalogs for suitable sizes

of machinery are given as follows:

(1) Compressor and Rotor base, each 7 ft. x 6 ft.

(2) Evaporative condenser, 10 ft. x 6 ft.

(3) Ammonia receiver, 6 ft. x 15 in. dis.

(6) Multipass brine cooler, 6 ft. x 16 in. die. Outside

dimensions with insulation, 8 ft. x 2 ft.
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(5) Ice tank with submerged coils or cooler, 30 ft. x

15 ft. Outside dimensions including insulation,

32 ft. X 17 ft.

(6) Blower type floor mounted room.coolers or cold

diffuser, each taking 5 ft. x 2-1/4 ft.

(7) Sorting and grading unit, 20 ft. x 6 ft.

Two geared rotary pumps placed side by side,

brine circulatOr motor drive on ice tank and air blower

for ice cans are also required to be installed but they

are unimportant from the layout point of view, as they

do not occupy much space.

Having known the approximate overall dimensions,

a machinery layout can be planned by template method,

keeping in mind that for servicing and accessibility

Of inspection

(a) At least 2 ft. distance is left between any part Of

machine‘and walls.

(b) At least 2 ft. distance is left between any two

machines.

Further, evaporative condenser should be nearest

to the outside wall with short inlet and outlet ducts.

Compressors and the control board should be near the

Operators room. Refrigerator doors should Open outward.
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Piping7Layout

Length of interconnecting ammonia and brine

cold lines should be reduced to a minimum. Brine pipes

leading to and coming from the cold rooms should pass

through the rooms as far as possible, so that little

refrigeration is lost to the outside. Location of

water lines and drains should also be properly arranged.

Plant Layout

Taking into consideration all of the essential

points, a typical plant layout drawing is shown in the

accompanying sheet (Fig. 62, folded and placed in

léather pocket inside of the back cover).



IX. PLANT OPERATION AND NLNAGEMENT

many cold storage plants are not utilized to the

best advantage, either because of short-sightedness in

management or failure to Operate at maximum.efficiency.

Compressors and other equipment need to be in

good shape, condensers must be clean, evaporators should

give desired cooling effect on brine and room.unit

coolers properly defrosted, etc. Good operation and

management include such handling of the stored product

as will utilize the plant to the best advantage and

such control over the operation Of the plant and care

of the equipment as will keep both at top operating

efficiency.

A. Plant Operation

The value of cold storage plant in maintaining the

value Of seed potatoes is largely determined by the way

it is operated. Even the best designed plant with auto-

matic control needs more or less continuous attention to

insure the best results. Theoretically, all of the

machinery may be installed and operated in prOper manner

and hence, no difficulties in actual operation should

ensue. But this is not always true in practice and

engineers are required to analyze the trouble and apply

remedies.
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In the Operation of the mechanical equipment

for the refrigerating and ice making plant the Operating

engineer should remember that it is his primary duty to

get a dertain desired result and produce the result with

maximum efficiency and minimum.amount of expense.

Performance
 

For a given compressor with certain mechanical

efficiency due to moving parts and compression efficiency

due to cylinder loss under given load conditions, B.H.P.

required to drive the machine depends on its theoretical

performance or theoretical indicated H.P. The latter

again depends on the weight of gas handled per unit time

and the compression ratio of the machine. B.H.P. value

in ratings of the compressors will also indicate that,

for a constant discharge pressure, the B.H.P. per ton

of refrigeration is greatest at the lowest suction temp-

erature. This is true because the compression ratio is

greatest at this condition. If the suction pressure

rises, the total required B.H.P. is increased because

a greater weight of gas is compressed; the B.H.P. per

ton of refrigeration, however, drops because the work

done in handling the greater weight of refrigerant is

offset by the lesser lift from suction to condensing

pressure. As the suction pressure is increased further,

a point is finally reached at which the total B.H.P. is
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at a maximum, from which point it decreases on rising

suction pressure, for a given condenser pressure. At

this point the benefit derived as a result Of the de-

creasing compression ratio overcomes the effect Of the

additional work done by handling a greater weight of gas.

Influence of head pressure on the compressor per-

formance is still great. The B.H.P. increases rapidly

‘with the discharge pressure and refrigeration capacity

decreases slightly as the discharge pressure increased.

The net result is that B.H.P./ton of refrigeration in-

creases still more rapidly with increased pressure.

Both of the above statements can best be exems

plified by a compressor performance chart prepared from

compressor ratings; or expressed mathematically, H.P.

required per ton Of refrigeration, being inversely pro-

portional to the coefficient of performance, will be

hid-3h}

113 - 112*

3 a constant x 

where h4 is the enthalpy of discharge refrigerant gas

h3 " " " " saturated gas entering

compressor (assuming no superheating)

h2 is the enthalpy of liquid at expansion valve

(assuming no sub-cooling).

From the above expression it is evident that B.H.P.

per ton of refrigeration decreases or efficiency of the

compression system.improves with either h3 increasing or
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h2 decreasing. New, h3, which is enthalpy Of saturated

ammonia gas at suction pressure, will increase with

suction pressure and hg, which is enthalpy of saturated

liquid at head pressure decreases with the discharge

pressure. Hence, for greater thermodynamic efficiency,

suction pressure of the system.should be as high as

possible and discharge pressure as low as possible, under

given conditions and set up.

It is the duty of the operating engineer to con-

stantly bear this important point in.mind and do whatever

is possible in the circumstances to improve the pressures

and hence, prevailing saturation temperatures. Suction

temperature though greatly limited by the temperature Of

the medium to be cooled can be brought up to some extent

by improving the "U" value Of the evaporator and the room

coolers by keeping the coils clean, having good brine

or air circulation and keeping them defrosted, as the

case may be. Head pressure is also limited to some

extent by temperature of cooling medium.in the condenser

which is related to wet bulb temperature of outside air

in case of evaporative condenser. But here too, con-

denser tubes can be kept clean, air velocity and spray

water adjusted to give better "U" value for condenser

coils, consistent with water and power economy.
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Operation

Proper operational sequence of ammonia plant is:

Cleaning the system, which has been idle for an ex-

tended period, so as to loosen all scale and dirt.

Scale traps examined and cleaned;

Applying the various tests--low pressure air test,

high pressure test, leak detection by soap film,

repair of leaks, final air test;

Vacuum testing and evacuating the system.cf air and

moisture;

Charging the system slowly in usual manner;

Detecting leaks after charging by litmus paper in

the condenser water, brine tank or cooler; and by

sulphur stick for exposed piping and joints.

Starting the system.and checking and adjusting pressures.

maintainance
 

Proper maintainance of the system includes:

Keeping prOper amount Of ammonia refrigerant in system;

Purging system of air and other noncondensible gases;

Removing Oil from.system;

Cleaning Of condenser and other heat transfer equipment;

Keeping compressor valves, stuffing box and other moting

parts of compressors in good operating condition and

repair;
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(6) To follow right procedure in case Of leak in high

side,compressors or in low side and in case of

other troubles.

The Operator is supposed to know the right pro-

cedure to follow for the above maintainance jobs. Other

points for maintainance, which have been discussed to a

lesser or greater degree in previous pages, include,preventing

freezing of brine cooler, removing ammonia impurities,

stopping brine corrosion and removal of noncondensible

gases.

Care Of Cold Rooms

Proper and efficient management of cold storage

rooms consists principally of:

(l)Preventing wide temperature fluctuations by regulating

the flow of brine, proper air circulatiOn and stacking

goods properly;

(2) Keeping coils clean and properly defrosted;

(3) Preventing heat leakage into the rooms by keeping the

doors shut tight and by reducing traffic in and out

of the rooms;

(6) Keeping and checking good temperature record;

(5) Keeping the rooms clean and sanitary.

Care of Ice Making

This consists of:
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(l) maintaining proper amount (level) of brine Of prOper

concentration;

(2) maintaining proper temperature for slow freezing of

ice;

(3) Frequent examining Of ice cans for leaks, etc.

Lubrication Oil
 

Selection of proper lubricating oil in relation to

the refrigerant used is an important factor in the efficient

Operation of the whole system.

Anhydrous ammonia has little effect on a well re-

fined lubricating Oil. Hence, it does not lower the vis-

cosity of the Oil. In the presence of moisture, ammonium

hydroxide formed will emulsify with Oil. For this reason

the compressor Oil should be dehydrated and water be kept

out of the system to prevent freezing of the evaporator

coils and formation of oil emulsions. .Absorption of

ammonia in Oil (by volume of gas per unit volume of Oil)

is shown in the following table, which is taken out of

ASRE Data Book, Vol. I:

 

 

IIPressure onia Temperature

1bs./sq.in.,abs. 325mm. 72° 1500

16.7 3.16 2.2 1.24

29.3 6.36 6.66 2.39

66.0 10.05 6.60 3.56

58.7 15.66 8.53 6.69

166.7 -- -- 12.63
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Compressor oils refined from naphthene-base

crudes have naturally low pour point and have distinct

advantage over paraffin-base Oils. It is essential that

a refrigerating compressor Oil has a pour point lower

than the lowest temperature encountered at any point in

the system. Further, oil should have sufficiently high

viscosity to maintain an effective lubricating film on

the bearings. However, it should not be too heavy, as

besides causing drag, loss of power and increased cost

Of operation, it will not drain sufficiently from

evaporator coils or brine cooler. It should be refined

thoroughly to prevent sludge forming reactions with the

refrigerants. Further, Oil should be chemically stable,

not react with ammonia, do not carbonize at high

temperatures.

The small vertical enclosed type ammonia compressors

should be lubricated with an oil having a Saybolt vis-

cosity ranging from 60 to 70 at 100°F., a pour point

Of-60° to-50°F., and a flash point of 3000 to 325°F. (29).

lubrication System

In the latest vertical ammonia compressors, Oil

is pumped from.the crank case and circulated under

pressure and returned through filters to the crank case;

a mechanical lubricator porces engine Oil to cylinder

wall. This reliable positive lubrication system.is
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shown completely in Fig. 30.

The Oil cycle from the reservoir through the

mechanical gear type pump, into the main bearings and

up to the wrist pins provides a supply of Oil to the

principal moving parts and, in addition, supplies the

stuffing box seal just forward of the center bearing.

An additional lubricator (not seen in the figure) belt

driven from.the crankshaft, furnishes oil to the cyl-

inders at a controlled rate. The built in gear pump

supplying the bearings provides a positive pressure

of about 60 lbs. a bove crankcase pressure. The geared

pump supplying the cylinder walls feeds Oil at a rate

of about two drops per feeding period of 15 seconds.

The compressors are fitted with Oil filter in the steel

Oil pressure line and an oil screen in the crankcase.

The Outboard bearing is lubricated independently

by means Of an oiling ring.

machinery Records

maintainance operations will be facilitated and

general operation of the equipment would be improved if

better records are kept on each piece of equipment. As

a minimum, a card should be kept for each compressor,

showing latter's serial number and size, the belt number

and size, the refrigerant used and probably brief
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specifications of Oil. Space should be provided on the

card to make notation of the date, and brief details of

service or maintainance Operations done on the machine.

With this information on hand, all maintainance and re-

pair work is placed on a better and more accurate basis

and better Operation of the equipment results.

(Operational Records
 

Operational records such as power and water costs,

the room.temperatures, loaded capacity Of the rooms or

amount of ice harvested should be kept at regular inter-

vals. This will not only have the bookkeeping in up-to-

date order but will provide a ready guide on how the

whole plant is functioning. The method Of keeping such

records will vary with local conditions.

B. Economic Considerations

lany factors come into the picture in determining

the true cost of storing the product or manufacturing the

ice. The actual cost will depend on geographical location

Of the plant in relation to the markets, size of the equip-

ment, cost of power, water, labor, machinery and supplies,

design and efficiency of the refrigeration equipment,

management and administration, etc. Some of these factors

have already been considered in the introduction.
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It would appear that the unit cost per ton Of

refrigeration or per ton Of ice could be used as a

basis of comparison for plants of different sizes lo-

cated at different places and under different Operating

conditions. This unit of comparison is being used to

form an overall picture Of the functioning of the plant.

But when one Observes that so many factors enter into

the final picture, it would b%better to make an intelli-

gent comparison between plants by observing the relative

magnitude Of the different factors involved.

Total Cost

Nbst common factors which combine to determine

the overall cost of storing product or manufacturing

ice are:

(1) Fixed charges or overheads - DIRT Law., i.e.

Depreciation, Interest, Repairs and Taxes (in-

cluding insurance and incidentals).

(2) Operating Charges - Power, water, AmmOnia, Oil,

Supplies and Labor.

(3) management - Procurement of Purchase, delivery or

sales, Office expenses, salaries, miscellaneous.

The practical engineer is primarily interested in

the manufacturing or storing cost which comprise items

(1) and (2), and is not particularly concerned with the

expenses of the Office, sales and delivery, which come
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under item (3). But in a small plant like this, it is

generally found that one man acts both as an engineer

and manager. Hence, he has to think Of all the items.

Storing or Mhnufacturing_Cost

The fixed charges or overhead are almost constant

throughout the year irreSpective of the relative loads

on the plant. But Operating engineer can very well re-

duce two items of these fixed cost--depreciation and

repairs.

Depreciation is inversely prOportional to life

of the equipment and the engineer's job it is to keep

the equipment and manager's job to keep the buildings

insulation in good condition and shape so that their

life is longer.' Repairs can be considerably reduced

by following a systematic method of repairing and check

up and Operating the plant with due care.

The fixed charges make about 10 to 15 per cent

of initial investment on the complete plant per year

or per season, but due to load factor for 7 months'

working period being 7/12 or about 60 percent, the

fixed cost per unit of production or job will be more

than what it would be if plant works throughtout the

year.

,Qperating_Expenses

Overall operating costs are subject to many
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variables as shown before. Real control of costs is

best obtained by breaking them down into various units

and considering each of them on the basis of plant

design, load factor and the other conditions existing

in the plant. Here, operating engineer can.offer con-

siderable saving by economic and efficient running of the

plant, and by saving in power and water bills, ammonia

and oil consumption. He can Operate the plant under

favorable thermodynamical conditions, already explained,

and may in addition, bring about an economic balance

between power costs and water costs.

Labor forms considerable part of operating expenses.

Labor saving devices like material handling equipment for

potatoes, lifting equipment for ice and automatic running

Of the system.bave been provided. If we include both

trained and unskilled workmen to form.labor, it may con-

sist of:

One manager-Engineer for administration and supervision

one Refrigerating mechanic for Operation and maintainance.

Four Sorters and graders

Two Product loaders

One Ice man for ice pulling and crane Operation

One cleaner

The Engineer can give material suggestions in labor

saving devices and as manager, he can think Of ways to

employ the labor fully and efficiently by a time schedule.
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For instance, the product loaders may be directed to

so arrange their schedule that while one is loading the

truck by the side Of grader, the other is unloading the

truck in the store room.

Lmnagement and Costs
 

The cold storage plant may function as a pro-

prietory concern purchasing the potato stock on out-

right cash basis or hiring the cold storage space.

Some potato houses can be run on a cO-operative system

by groups of growers or merchants. hbthods of procuring

the stock for storage or outright purchase will vary

‘with the local environment. Similarly, method of selling

or delivering the hired stock will be different with

different concerns. In all cases, it is the duty Of

the manager to arrange all of the transactions in the

best possible manner for mutual benefit.

The cost Of "assembling" of potatoes to the ware-

house comprises all charges incurred in the movement of

the produce from the growers' field to the storage premises.

It includes handling and transportation charges, comp

ndssion agents' commission and brokerage when paid, cost

Of crates and other incidental charges. When outright

purchases are made for storage direct on the farm, these

factors in the proéurempgn: cost are important, and must

be brought to a minimum. The best and most economical
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method of transport of the farm.produce must be found.

Bullock carts are convenient for short distance trans-

port of 20 to 60 miles. For 100 to 200 miles, motor

lorries ply not only between farms and warehouse, but

from latter place to railroad stations.

Other administrative expenses like office expendi-

tures, salaries, advertising are almost fixed. It is

the manager's job to see, however, how they could be

kept at low value without loss Of Office and administrative

efficiency.

Overall Costs

Having found the cost Of procuring or purchasing

the product and the storing of it, the concern is in

fairly definite position to evaluate the total cost after

certain period ofsltorage. They could judge how profit-

able it would be to sell the product at a certain market

rate or how much hiring charges could be taken to run

the storage house on a good profitable basis, with reason-

able profit to product owners. Again, from.the growers

or merchants point of view, who feel inclined to store

the product, it is necessary that ultimate selling price

should equal the selling price at the harvest time plus

a premium.to cover losses in storage, cost of hiring the

storage space plus some additional profits which they may

expect due to cold storage quality of their product.
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Prices of Seed Potatoes

There is always a seasonal rise in prices Of

potatoes in India. Quoting the prewar (1960) figures

for comparison: during February and march, table stock

sell at Rs.l/8/- to Rs.2/8/- per mound or 35 to 60¢ per

bushel; but from July to NOvember, prices go up and are

nearly double of what they are in the previous period.

The rise in the price Of seed potatoes is even

higher: at the time Of harvest their prices range

nearly the same as table stock; but after six months,

prices go up in most of the markets to Rs.5/ to Rs.l6/-

per mound or $1.20 to 83.10 per bushel, due to the

greater demand for seed at that time.

Under present methods of storage, more than 50

per cent of the potatoes are lost and the seed potatoes

left for planting are greatly deteriorated in quality;

and hence, in spite of such high prices, there could be

not much profits. But if seed stock is graded and

stored under good condition in refrigerated storages,

it is clear that very good profits can accrue to the

growers or merchants, as the cost of storing should come

much less than difference in the price.

Storage Charges

As already explained, the total cost of operation

of the cold storage plant consists of the sum.of various
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unit costs. Cost of land, building, initial invest-

ment on machinery and other equipment and operating ex-

penses on power, water, Oil, etc. vary from.time to time

and from.place to place. Hence, no attempt is made

here to evaluate the total cost of Operating the plant,

and to work out cost of storing the product per unit

weight or for manufacturing a ton of ice. But it is

evident that the cold storage charges should be so

maintained that it is profitable for the owner of the

plant to maintain the warehouse as well as to the

customers to make use of the storage facilities to the

greatest advantage.
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